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From Distribution to Harnesses:
Marsh Electronics/MarVac Assemblies

Mecal by Starn Strengthening 
Customers Through Training

_____________ Continued on page 40

MarVac Assemblies birds-eye view.

_____________ Continued on page 54

Proper training is key to en-
hancing equipment lifespan 
and efficient product flow. 

Nowhere is this need more impor-
tant than with crimp applicators in 
a wire harness facility. Several years 
ago, Mecal by Starn developed a for-
mal training course on the proper 
care and use of their applicators. 

WHN caught up with Bill Starn, 
President of Mecal by Starn, and John 
Belovarac, Operations Manager, to dis-
cuss the program and how it benefits 
them, their customers and the indus-
try as a whole. Later, Chuck Dawgiel-
lo, Manufacturing Engineer, and Chad 
O’Roark, Flex Cell Team Lead, from 
CMR Group’s Leetsdale PA facility, 
were on hand to talk about their ex-
perience with the Mecal training pro-
gram. After the interview, John pro-
vided a brilliant narrative of some 
great points that hold true for all 
brands of applicators. You can find 
those points in the accompanying 
article in this issue titled:  Primer in 
Diagnosing Crimp Applicator Issues.

Mecal by Starn developed their 

training program about eight years 
ago. As Bill recalled, “We found there 
were a lot of people out there us-
ing the applicators improperly. 
They didn’t understand how they 
functioned, and there really wasn’t 
anybody out there teaching them 
anything.” He lamented that when a 
problem arises in the crimp process, 
the applicator is the first component 
to come under scrutiny. “A lot of 
times the applicator is to blame when 
it really isn’t the applicator,” said Bill, 
“and we found people were getting 
out a screw driver and making ad-
justments to the applicators without 
analyzing the system as a whole, and 
that just creates a mess.” John then 
added, “The thing we found interest-
ing is that most of our customers just 
don’t like reading directions.” So, the 
training was developed to help folks 
troubleshoot problems, not just with 
the applicators, but with the entire 
crimping process.

Ultrasonic welding has 
gained wide popularity 
in wire termination and 

splicing applications, especially in 
the high-volume production automo-
tive arena. While the basic technol-
ogy is not new, many companies have 
strived to differentiate themselves 
with features and benefits. TECH-
SONIC has chosen a somewhat radi-
cal path from the typical pneumatical-
ly actuated platform with their servo 
motor controlled systems. In a recent 
conversation, Byoung Ou, Founder 
and CEO, and Frank Myers, Sales and 
Marketing Manager at TECH-SONIC, 
spoke about the company’s history 
along with the development and ad-
vantages of servo technology.

Byoung started the company 
shortly after graduating with a Mas-
ter’s Degree in Welding Engineering 
from Ohio State, one of the few uni-
versities offering such a degree. “I had 

a company in Asia who had a lithium 
ion battery application, so we got in-
volved with ultrasonic metal welding 
from the beginning,” he mentioned. 
The company then began develop-
ment in the wire harness industry 
with machines for wire splicing and 
termination. 

“One similarity for all units at that 
time was they were actuated pneu-
matically,” Byoung recalled. In 2009, 
he and his team were awarded fund-
ing from the state of Ohio for the de-
velopment of metal ultrasonic weld-
ers actuated by servo motors. “The 
process was previously used in plas-
tic ultrasonic welding, but we were 
the first to implement the technology 
for metal welding,” Byoung explained.

Frank then highlighted some of 
the main advantage of servo tech-
nology. “Foremost is the ability to 

TECH-SONIC’S Servo Technology Adds 
Versatility to Ultrasonic Welding

_____________ Continued on page 27

By Joe Tito
Wiring Harness News

 _____________________________

It’s rare that we get to speak 
with a company that has been 
around for 80 years, but such 

is the case with Marsh Electronics. 
In an interview with WHN, Steve Ba-
novich, Managing Partner for Marsh 
Electronics, and Scott Morris, Assem-
bly Specialist, spoke about the his-
tory of Marsh Electronics and the de-
velopment of MarVac Assemblies as 
Marsh’s value-added division.

Marsh Electronics was started in 
Milwaukee in 1937 by Earl Marsh 
as an electronics distributor. “In the 
early days, there was a lot of walk-
up counter business selling things 
like vacuum tubes for radios, ampli-
fiers, test equipment, and later TVs, 

Radios, CB’s, antennas etc.,” described 
Steve, “and then it grew into more of 
a general electronics distributorship.” 
His father, James Banovich went to 
work for Marsh Electronics right out 
of high school in 1956. He served in 
many different capacities through 
the years, and eventually became Vice 
President. In the early 90s, James actu-
ally purchased the company. “During 
that time, Marsh really went through 
some considerable growth, reaching 
that next level, which was the $50 
Million mark,” Steve recalled. 

During the 1990s, there was a lot 
of consolidation in the electronics 
distribution industry. “There were a 
lot of mergers and acquisitions go-
ing on and due to some supply chain 
changes, my dad decided it would be 
best to team up with a larger entity,” 
Steve said, “so we were purchased 

in 1996.” The resulting larger com-
pany was then sold in a short pe-
riod of time, and the Marsh identity 
became smaller and smaller. “Marsh 
was about to be rolled up into that 
final acquisition, and probably would 
have gone away,” he said. Still serving 
as President, James Banovich, along 
with long-time business partner John 
Casper (current President, and man-
ager partner), who was instrumental 
in the deal, carved out a piece of the 
company specializing in passive com-
ponents. They negotiated a successful 
buyback in 1998. 

Through the years, Marsh Elec-
tronic’s distribution business cen-
tered on passive and electromechani-
cal components. “Whether through 
distribution or through the cable 
assembly side, we’ve always been 

primarily dealing with [these] com-
ponents,” Scott explained. “We are 
not competing with the Avnets or 
Arrows,” he informed. “We sell what 
I like to call rocks and sticks...relays, 
connectors, terminal blocks, and the 
electromechanical stuff that you still 
need in many applications.” He joked, 
saying, “We don’t sell anything with 
more memory than I have!”

It is this specialty that paved the 
way for the development of MarVac 
Assemblies, the cable assembly and 
value-added arm of Marsh. “We’d 
been doing some type of component 
prep going back to the 1970’s,” men-
tioned Steve. It started small with 
various value-added services. One of 
the main ones was building custom 
potentiometers. A particular product 

https://wiringharnessnews.com/
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Loren Smith CEO 
Blue Valley Capital

Growth Can Kill
By Loren Smith

 _________________________________

I pulled into our company’s 

parking lot at 6:30 am, the 

same time my controller ar-

rived. The temperature was 10 below, 

and the snow was blowing so hard I 

could see only a foot in front of me––

awful weather that was about to align 

with awful news. “Loren, I closed the 

books last night,” the controller told 

me as I strode with him toward the 

factory. “We’ve suffered a huge loss.” 

That was the beginning of a night-

mare. In the 15 years since I had 

moved my family to Iowa for the 

opportunity to turn around a wire 

harness manufacturer, we had been 

making money and growing. Because 

we were doing a terrific job serving 

our customers, they kept giving us 

additional business––and we never 

said no. But we had grown too fast. 

We couldn’t hire and train folks fast 

enough. We had suddenly spun out of 

control, failing to meet commitments 

we had made to our best customers. 

We were taking on water and in dan-

ger of sinking.  

We sought relief from our bank, 

but the officials there hit the panic 

button. They had seen this crisis be-

fall other companies, and they knew 

the result was usually catastrophic.  

They told us we had two choices: Ei-

ther they would proceed to liquidate 

our company, or they would send in 

a consultant (whom we would pay 

for), and perhaps if we adhered to 

the consultant’s recommendations 

we would survive.

The consultant journeyed to ru-

ral Iowa from Chicago. After spend-

ing a day with me and my team, he 

said, “You’re trying to put 10 pounds 

of rocks in a 5-pound box.” I cer-

tainly agreed with that assessment, 

but wanted to know, what now? 

He said, “I’ll go with you to all the 

customers that you’ll have to tell  

you cannot serve their needs any-

more––that you have to downsize.”

I responded, “I get it, and I’ll do it 

myself.”

He said, “Sorry, but I don’t believe 

you. You’ve worked too hard to get 

these customers, and you’ll never be 

able to cut those ties on your own, 

we’re going with you”

______________ Continued on page 6
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Fortunately, my wife was part of 

the conversation, and she told the 

consultant to get out of my way and 

let me do it. She said she’d seen me 

do harder things than that. 

That evening my team and I iden-

tified the core businesses we would 

try to keep and the businesses we’d 

have to let go. The next day I began 

having very difficult face-to-face con-

versations with our non-core cus-

tomers, explaining that if my com-

pany were to survive I would have 

to downsize immediately. Although 

it was tough delivering the message 

that we would no longer be able to 

serve their harness needs, I was able 

to suggest a good alternative for them 

with one of my competitors, enabling 

them to keep their lines running 

without interruption. 

Within one month of implement-

ing our extreme plan, we were back 

to profitability. Within 6 months we 

were caught up with all orders from 

our core customers. 5 years after the 

near-collapse, I sold my company for 

many times its value when I bought 

it.

I was lucky. If we had not taken 

drastic downsize action, we would 

have been out of business in a few 

months. Growth is exciting, but it can 

kill you.

Loren Smith can be reached 

at lms@blvcapital.com or www.

bluevalleycapital.com

Growth Can Kill Continued from page 4 _______

Donnie Hill, President of 
Precision Manufacturing 
Company, was awarded 

the 2018 WHMA Volunteer Excel-
lence Award at the recent WHMA An-
nual Conference. This recognition is 
well overdue, as Donnie has worked 
tirelessly to bring IPC/WHMA A-620 
to the forefront as the definitive 
specification for the harness industry. 
Donnie has been on hand at many 
industry events to highlight the im-
portance of the specification, both as 
a necessity for quality improvement, 
and as an effective tool for marketing. 
He has also served diligently on the 
board of WHMA for many years. 

Thanks for all of your hard work, 
Donnie!

Donnie Hill Honored with 2018 WHMA 
Volunteer Excellence Award

mailto:lms@blvcapital.com
http://bluevalleycapital.com
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This past February we lost 

an industry great in the 

passing of Lawrence “Lar-

ry” Chambly. Larry was the founder 

and President of USA Harness, and 

was instrumental in the develop-

ment of WHMA as one of its founding 

members. 

Larry grew up in California and 

attended Pasadena Community Col-

lege focusing on business. He then 

set his sights on serving his country 

in the US Army. He was stationed at 

Fort Hood where he met his wife 

Betty Ruth, and established his roots 

in Texas.

He served for many years with 

Ready-Wired, and eventually became 

Vice President of Sales. It was during 

this time that he started developing 

modular wiring harnesses for the 

heavy-duty trailer industry. 

In 1983, Larry ventured out on his 

own and started Nationwide Electri-

cal Wiring and specialized in harness-

es for the heavy-duty trailer industry, 

along with other specialty transpor-

tation applications. He continued to 

grow the business and sold the com-

pany to Philips Industries in 1990. 

Not one to remain idle, Larry be-

gan the next chapter of his life when 

he moved to east Texas and started 

USA Harness. The new venture spe-

cialized in the same types of har-

nesses as his previous company, and 

he managed to bring many of his old 

customers on board. Larry’s mantra 

was always that what USA Harness 

really had to sell was quality and cus-

tomer service. He repeated it often to 

his employees, customers and sup-

pliers. Because of his hard work and 

devotion, the company thrives today 

as a living legacy to him.

His family and close associates 

knew him as a quiet philanthropist, 

making contributions to charities in 

his back yard and beyond. He held 

strongly that being a responsible 

steward to his employees and his 

community was integral to his suc-

cess in business. 

Larry was well respected and ad-

mired by his employees, customers 

and competitors. He never passed 

up an opportunity to entertain folks 

over a good meal. It is truly with a 

heavy heart that we remember Larry 

and his contributions to our industry. 

In Memory of Lawrence Chambly

Larry Chambly
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By Paul Hogendoorn
 _________________________________

As I write this column, I 

sit quietly in my favorite 

chair, expecting the phone 

to ring and announce the arrival of 

my 5th grandchild. And as I wait, 

and write, I reflect on how life has 

changed since my first grandchild ar-

rived in my life, somewhat unexpect-

edly, 12 years ago.

I have come to conclude that the 

term “change management” is an oxy-

moron. You can’t manage change; 

change simply happens, or it is 

caused to happen. Managing change 

means restricting change. Causing it 

to happen means leading change, or 

perhaps, “change leadership”. Some-

times it is welcome and expected, 

sometimes unwelcome and unex-

pected, and sometimes it is simply 

needed.

I think our manufacturing compa-

nies need to change, and the ideas be-

hind “Industry 4.0” needs to change 

too. Industry 4.0 seems to be led by 

people believing that automation and 

machines-talking-to-machines is the 

way for the future, but, what good is 

the future of our factories if there is 

no future for our people? Henry Ford 

is rightfully credited with lowering 

the cost of an automobile by chang-

ing the way cars were built, but at the 

same time, he was the catalyst for an 

even bigger change by changing the 

standard of living for the people he 

employed, creating a market for the 

products he made. It wasn’t a matter 

of change management, it was change 

leadership. And that’s what we need 

now in our factories, not change man-

agement, but change leadership.

One of the problems I have always 

had with “continuous improvement” 

was that it not only settled for incre-

mental change, it usually restricts and 

limits a company’s ability to even 

ponder significant changes, not to 

mention paradigm changes. These 

“CI” efforts are ‘managed’ by manag-

ers. There’s nothing wrong with con-

sistent incremental change, but at 

some point you have to be able to at 

least consider a complete paradigm 

change. Industry 4.0 purports to be 

this type of change, but from what 

Paul Hogendoorn

‘Change Management’ is an Oxymoron

_____________ Continued on page 13
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I’ve seen and experienced, this move-

ment is now being  ‘managed’ by 

large organizations and associations 

more than it is being led by people 

causing, or even simply allowing, sig-

nificant change to happen.

To allow change to happen means 

allowing people, and ideas, to fail. If 

we manage the process by setting 

the rules and parameters so tightly 

to avoid failure, we are limiting the 

opportunity for success and growth 

within our companies, our industry, 

and mostly, our people. A lot of time 

and energy is often spent on trying 

to prove how we were right about 

something that went wrong, or why 

we weren’t to blame for something 

that did, creating 2 classes of change 

managers: those that never make a de-

cision unless risk is totally eliminated, 

and, those that are ready to offer an 

opposing view to any decision that 

does eventually get made. Change is 

difficult, but change is necessary, and 

that’s why our companies need to 

embrace and support change leaders, 

because the world is full of change 

managers.   

This is an interesting time to grow 

the change leadership in our organi-

zations. The Industry 4.0 discussion 

and the eminent arrival of IIoT de-

vices and technologies, the new at-

titudes and ideals of a younger work 

force, and the difficulty attracting 

them to the factories to replace the 

current work force, are great oppor-

tunities to encourage thought leaders 

and bold decisions. And of course, the 

importance of manufacturing jobs to 

our middle class, our communities, 

and our society in general. Our fac-

tories produce more than the prod-

ucts they make, they create jobs for 

people, which in turn creates a sense 

of belonging, and meaning, and pur-

pose. Change to our factory floors is 

eminent, and inevitable, and in these 

times in particular, very necessary. If 

you have the right outcomes in mind, 

you can lead change in that direction. 

Or, you can simply react to it when it 

happens, but you really can’t manage 

it or avoid it.  

When my first grandchild was 

born, I recall thinking “how she got 

here no longer matters; that she is 

here is all that matters.” It has been 

12 years of change, of growth, for her 

as well as for me since then. And, just 

when I start to think I am settled in 

and getting used to everything as it is, 

things will change again. Perhaps as 

soon as the phone call. 

Paul Hogendoorn co-founded 

FreePoint Technologies. “Measure. An-

alyze. Share. Don’t forget to share”. If 

you have questions or comments on 

this topic, feel free to contact him at: 

paul.hogendoorn@getfreepoint.com 

or www.getfreepoint.com

Continued from page 10  ___________

‘Change Management’ is an Oxymoron
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IPC was founded in 1957 

when six independent 

Printed Wiring Board 

(PWB) manufacturers met in 

Chicago to form a trade as-

sociation called the “Institute 

of Printed Circuits.” 61 years 

later, IPC is an international 

member-driven organization 

and a leading source for indus-

try standards, training, market 

research and public policy ad-

vocacy, supporting programs to 

meet the needs of an estimated 

$2 trillion global electronics 

industry. IPC is dedicated to 

the competitive ex-

cellence and financial 

success of its more 

than 4,300-member 

companies, which rep-

resent all facets of the 

electronics industry, in-

cluding design, printed 

circuit board manufac-

turing, electronics as-

sembly and test. 

IPC Standards

IPC standards are ac-

cepted worldwide as 

the key manufacturing 

standards for the print-

ed board and electron-

ics and manufacturing 

industries. From design 

and purchasing to as-

sembly and packaging, 

IPC standards help en-

sure superior quality, 

reliability and consis-

tency in the electronics 

assemblies that go into 

the electronic prod-

ucts. Annually, IPC pub-

lishes new and updated 

standards in areas from 

printed board design 

and intellectual proper-

ty protection through 

box build. 

There are currently 

300 active standards, 

with a resource library 

containing more than 

1,000 standards.  These 

standards are created 

by IPC committees 

comprised of more 

than 3,000 volunteers 

from electronics manu-

facturing companies, 

government agencies 

and other industry or-

ganizations who lend 

their expertise and 

time to standards de-

velopment. These vol-

unteers draft, edit and 

vote on the standards 

that best meet today’s 

technical, business and 

regulatory challenges. 

“Quality and reli-

ability are essential to 

compete in the market-

place and critical to a 

company’s reputation and prof-

itability. When IPC standards 

are implemented throughout 

a manufacturing process, com-

panies can help ensure better 

performance and longer life 

of their products as well as 

compliance with industry best 

practices and requirements,” 

said David Bergman, IPC vice 

president of standards and 

technology. 

Bergman added, “When com-

panies work from established 

IPC standards, they speak the 

same language with customers 

and suppliers – the language of 

the global electronics industry. 

These same companies ben-

efit internally from employees 

who work together to meet the 

performance requirements and 

speak the same language need-

ed to improve communications 

internally.”

Education, Training and 

Certification

For the standards developed 

by IPC to be implemented on 

IPC – More Than 60 Years of Setting 
Standards for the Electronics Industry

________ Continued on page 16
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the factory floor, employees 

need to be trained in how to 

use them. As a result, IPC has a 

robust, international network 

of licensed training centers, 

offering globally recognized, 

industry-traceable training and 

certification programs on key 

industry standards including: J-

STD-001, Requirements for Sol-

dered Electrical and Electronic 

Assemblies; IPC-A-600, Accept-

ability of Printed Boards; IPC-

A-610, Acceptability of Elec-

tronic Assemblies; IPC/

WHMA-A-620, Requirements 

and Acceptance for Cable and 

Wire Harness Assemblies; IPC-

7711/7721, Rework, Modifica-

tion and Repair of Electronic 

Assemblies; and IPC-

6012, Qualification 

and Performance 

Specification for Rigid 

Printed Boards. Near-

ly 100 IPC-authorized 

training centers world-

wide have trained and 

certified more than 

325,000 individuals at 

thousands of compa-

nies around the world. 

Multimedia and  

Online Learning

For more than 30 

years, IPC has been 

producing industry-ap-

proved, training videos, 

covering electronics 

assembly acceptance 

standards, hand sol-

dering, lead free, re-

pair and rework, ESD 

control, component 

ID, counterfeit com-

ponents, cable/wire 

harness assemblies 

and printed board 

fabrication. IPC’s com-

prehensive collection 

of training DVDs pro-

vides companies with 

another method of 

training and education 

to enhance employees’ 

skills. In July 2016, IPC 

launched IPC EDGE, 

a learning solution to 

enhance and grow em-

ployees’ knowledge 

in the electronics in-

dustry through online 

courses, webinars, 

videos, white papers, 

personal development, 

technical knowledge 

and technical pre-

sentations. With IPC 

EDGE, students learn 

at their own pace, with 

knowledge checks 

within each course to 

help reinforce areas of 

importance. 

IPC Continued from page 15 ________________________

Continued on page 18 _

1957 IPC Board, Al Hughes, Electralab; Robert Swiggett, 
Photocircuits; William McGinley, Methode. Standing: Dick 
Zens, Printed Electronics Corporation; and Carl Clayton, 
Tingstol.
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Advocacy

Not only do IPC members create 

standards for the electronics industry, 

but their efforts are also represented 

in government. In 1991, IPC began 

to develop a presence in Washing-

ton, DC, to influence legislation in 

support of its members. Taking on a 

leadership role in public policy advo-

cacy is now a hallmark of IPC, provid-

ing a strong and unified voice to the 

global electronics industry. Govern-

ment relations staff continually moni-

tor proposed legislation, regulations 

and rules by governments and agen-

cies around the world. IPC actively 

engages with regulatory agencies to 

protect the interests of its members 

and to advocate for science-based 

regulations. Major policy focus areas 

include: conflict minerals, export 

controls, R&D tax credits, the Euro-

pean Regulation of Registration, Eval-

uation, Authorization and Restriction 

of Chemicals (REACH), the EU RoHS 

directive, conflict minerals, corporate 

social responsibility, chemical data re-

porting and more.

Market Intelligence

In addition to robust advocacy ef-

forts, IPC serves as industry’s trust-

ed source of market research. IPC 

provides market and business data 

to help companies make informed 

business decisions. With unique data 

sources that represent leading com-

panies from around the world and 
throughout the elec-

tronics industry supply 

chain, IPC’s research 

reports and studies 

provide unique data 

and insights that: high-

light market trends as 

they develop; identify 

growing and declining 

markets; and allows 

company executives 

to compare their com-

pany’s performance 

to industry averages 

and world-class bench-

marks and use reliable 

data to make informed 

business decisions. 

The Voice of 

What is Next

What started as a 

small meeting of six 

representatives from 

the printed wiring 

board industry has 

become a thriving, in-

ternational association 

with locations in Chi-

cago, Illinois (IPC HQ), 

Atlanta, Georgia, Wash-

ington, D.C., and Taos, 

New Mexico, Stock-

holm Sweden, Mos-

cow, Russia, Brussels, 

Belgium (IPC Europe 

HQ), Bangkok, Thai-

land, two offices in In-

dia, with Bangalore the 

HQ of IPC India, and 

six offices in China, 

with Quingdao the HQ 

of IPC China.

Born out of the de-

sire to transform the 

electronics industry 61 

years ago, IPC became 

the voice of what 

was next – the break-

through technology of 

printed board. Today, 

IPC remains that voice 

as it continues to guide 

the electronics indus-

try through dramatic 

changes. 

For more informa-

tion on IPC, visit www.

ipc.org.

IPC Continued from page 16 ________________________

Early IPC Event

http://ipc.org
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The Power Women of the Wire 
Harness Industry Spotlight on Marvanee Johnson

This edition of ‘Power 
Women’ focuses on 
a female engineer 

whose path varied from the 
more traditional route. Mar-
vanee Johnson attended Mar-
tin Luther King High School 
in Detroit.  Her mother was a 
single-parent homemaker who 
passed away while Marvanee 
was only 19.  Marvanee did not 
have exposure to STEM classes 
as they were not as common 
during the years that she at-
tended high school, nor did 
she have family members who 
introduced her to engineer-
ing. Certainly, with these chal-
lenges, her background story is 
downright commendable.  

Post high school, Marvanee 
entered the military. After her 
first enlistment, she returned 
to Michigan for a couple of 
years. She then decided to 
move to Maryland to be closer 
to a friend.  She attended a pri-
vate school for engineering for 
two years, then put her educa-
tion on hold to work full-time.  
Instead of returning back to 
school, Marvanee re-enlisted in 
the military and became certi-
fied in heating, ventilation, and 
air-conditioning (HVAC).  

After her second term in 
the military, Marvanee opted 
to move to Portland, Oregon af-
ter hearing positive comments 
about the city. Since she knew 
no one, she initially stayed at a 

hostel. Though she had a CFC 
license, she had no experience 
outside of the military, so she 
called various companies listed 
in the phone book offering to 
work for free if the particular 
company would train her. Her 
newly-acquired work experi-
ence led to another job with 
an HVAC company, where she 
worked as a compensated ap-
prentice. Marvanee finished off 
her HVAC career, by working in 
the area of testing and balanc-
ing (TAB) for Northwest Engi-
neering Services. 

In her mid-thirties, she re-
turned to engineering school 
full-time at California State 
University Chico, where she 
earned a degree in Mechatron-
ics Engineering. While in col-
lege, she joined the Society of 
Women Engineers (SWE) and 
the National Society of Black 
Engineers (NSBE). She was 
sponsored by Google to attend 
the NSBE annual conference in 
Boston, Massachusetts, where 
she had several corporate in-
terviews. Ultimately, she did 
not end up working for one 
of the companies exhibiting at 
the conference because of her 
interest in locating in the Mid-
west or on the East Coast. 

She submitted a resume to 
Thomas Built Buses (TBB), a 
Daimler Company, and was 
contacted by Steve Jovanov-
ich, an Engineering Supervisor 

there. After discussions with 
Steve and learning more of 
TBB, she thought the company 
would be a great fit for her. Af-
ter being employed by TBB for 
approximately one year, she 
continues to believe that TBB 
represents a positive opportu-
nity for her and appreciates the 
family environment. Marvanee 
works as a Design Engineer in 
the Mechatronics Department, 
on the Current Product Electri-
cal team. Harness design is one 
of her daily responsibilities, 
and she is also a certified Proj-
ect Management Professional 
(PMP).

When I questioned Marva-
nee about her collegiate expe-
rience, she used the word ‘odd’ 

Melissa Femia

________ Continued on page 21

Visit the Guys of Wiring 
Harness News

Joe Tito

Jim Brown

Booth #1422
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1 - AMP CLS-IV+ Lead Maker
1 - AMP CLS-II Lead Maker
1 - ARTOS MTX5 Multi-Task Wire Processor
1 - ARTOS STX5 Single-Task Wire Processor
2 - ARTOS CS338 Cut & Strip Machine, 2015 
2 - ARTOS CS337 Cut & Strip Machine 
1 - ARTOS CS326 Cut & Strip Machine 
1 - ARTOS CS29 Cut & Strip Machine
1 - ARTOS CS27 Cut & Strip Machine 
1 - ARTOS C4 Flat Measure and Cutoff Machine, 2000
1 - ARTOS WM-6 Hot Stamper
11 - C. DAVIS Wire Terminator Stations
1 - CARPENTER 56A Dereeler
1 - ERASER Model 1256 Wire Stripper, Part #RC-1071
1 - FELINS PakTyer 2000 Semi-Automatic Tying Machine
1 - IDEAL ‘Stripmaster’ Model 940 Wire Stripper, Part #45-940
2 - KAWA Splicing Machines, Model KW-IT, New
1 - KENRAKE Spiral Striper, Model WST200, 10’ Ovens, Teflon setup
1 - KINGSLEY Model MCM-650 Sleeve and Tube Marker
2 - KM USA 2T Crimp Presses, Model KM-802 N, 40mm stroke, 4/2016 
1 - KODERA Full Automatic Single End Crimp, Twist & Solder Machine,  
  Model C550HX
2 - KODERA Model C556 Seal, Crimp and Tinning Machines
1 - KOMAX DPS 272 Coiler, 2012
2 - KOMAX Gamma 333PC Automatic Crimping Machines
2 - KOMAX Alpha 411 Automatic Crimping Machines
1 - LOCTITE Model 10-50 Posi-Link Volumetric Dual Cartridge Dispensing System
1 - LOEPFE Thermal Transfer Printer, Model TTP4000  (Schleuniger TTP4000)
1 - METRONIC Alpha Jet C Inkjet Printer, 2006/07
1 - MORGAN Injection Molding Machine, Model G-100T 
5 - MORGAN Injection Molding Machines, Model G-125T
1 - RAMATECH Prefeed, Model ABW 800/300, 2005     
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CC67 CrimpCenter for Raydiall R3C Coax Cable, 2016 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CC2000 Cable Coiler, 2006
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CP1250 Coiler Pans, 2000 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CP1500 Heavy Duty Coiler 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CS9100 Cut/Strip Machine w/PF2000 Prefeed
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CS5400 Coax Stripper
1 - SCHLEUNIGER MP 8015 Coax Wire Stripper
1 - SCHLEUNIGER OS9400 OmniStrip   
4 - SCHLEUNIGER WS1000 Wire Stackers   
2 - SCHLEUNIGER Uni-A Applicators
1 - SPECTRUM ‘Sienna 210S’ Radial & Axis Laser Wire Stripper  
  (modified to Model 210D)
2 - SYNTRON Bowl Feeders 
1 - TAYMER Hot Stamp Marker, Model SM1000
1 – TRI-STAR TECHNOLOGY Table Top Laser Marker, M100L FG-TT 

Contact: Martin Kenner
COMMISSION BROKERS, Inc.
P.O. Box 8456 • Cranston, RI 02920-0456
Tel: (401) 943-3777 • Fax: (401) 943-3670
Website: www.commissionbrokers.com 
E-mail: marty137@aol.com
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Visit Commission Brokers at EWPTE Booth #1925

Visit TTI at EWPTE Booth #1149

to describe her overall path.  She 
indicated that there were obviously 
fewer females in engineering, as she 
was often the only female in her 
classes.  At most, there were 3 females 
in classes of 30. She was also the only 
black female in her major at the time 
that she attended school. She is very 
appreciative of the MESA Engineer-
ing Program at Chico for providing 
a welcoming study environment and 
support.  

In spite of the low numbers of 
females in her university classes, 
Marvanee recommends that females 
consider engineering as a collegiate 
major and employment area in light 
of the many opportunities for engi-
neers, in general, and especially for 
capable females. As a black, female 
engineer with technical experience, 
she had many companies interested 
in employing her. Her hope is that 
females are not intimidated by their 
male counterparts and will give engi-
neering a collegiate try.

Spotlight story written by Melissa 
A. Femia, President of Jana Diver-
sity Solutions (J-Di).  J-Di is a female-
owned small business that manufac-
tures wire harnesses and supplies 
warehousing & logistics as well as en-
gineering services.  If you would like 
to be spotlighted in a future edition 

of WHN or if you would like to rec-
ommend someone to be highlighted 
for the benefit of advancing females 
in engineering, please send the con-
tact information to melissa.femia@
janadiversity.com.  Inspiring individ-
uals working in or around the wire 
harness industry are encouraged to 
participate, but the requirement is 
that the female must possess an un-
dergraduate degree in an engineering 
discipline since the premise of the 
series is to encourage females to pur-
sue and persist in engineering along 
with work in a wire-harness related 
industry. 

The Power Women of the 
Wire Harness Industry
Continued from page 19  ___________

Marvanee Johnson

http://melissa.femia
http://janadiversity.com
http://www.commissionbrokers.com
mailto:marty137@aol.com
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Industry standardization has 
been at the core of every 
technological revolution. It is 

a tremendous benefit to the overall 
growth of commercial industry. There 
has been a great deal of interest on 
the globalization of industry stan-
dards across the board, and the har-
ness industry has experienced this in 
many categories for the past several 
years.  Robert Rensa, BD Manager of 
Wire Management products at Pan-
duit, will highlight the new harmo-
nized standards for wire management 
products within UL/CSA/ANCE/EN 
62275 at the 2018 EWPT Expo in Mil-
waukee. 

Products included in the 62275 
standard are plastic and metal cable 
ties, mounts, and integrated cable 
tie mounts. As Robert will explain 
in the presentation, the initiative to-
wards harmonization will provide a 
much-needed global benchmark for 
the quality and performance of these 
products. For harness manufacturers, 
that means they will be able to confi-
dently ship products to their custom-
ers in the US, Canada, Mexico, Europe, 
and other regions accepting the stan-
dards. 

Not all products in this category 
are created equally, even though they 
might appear identical. “One of the 
things I’m doing,” Robert detailed 

to WHN, “is explaining the different 
test methods for what the cable tie 
or wire management product must 
endure.” He wants to give the mar-
ket a higher level of understanding 
of what manufacturers like Panduit 
go through to qualify these products, 
and why labeling is so important. 
Robert wants people to know what 
they are really buying when they ac-
quire a product held to this high level 
of scrutiny.

Panduit has taken a leadership role 

in the harmonization of standards for 

wire management products. “There 

are two sides of the harness business,” 

explained Robert, “the wire process-
ing side that creates the machines 
that process the wire, and the as-
sembly side that is, for the most part, 

New Global Standards for 
Wire Management Products:
Goal to Ensure Quality and Performance

_____________ Continued on page 25 
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manual and not automated.” He main-
tains the latter category receives little 
attention. “We have products that 
focus on the wire processing side, 
of course, but this standard is really 
targeting the assembly side. And it’s 
helping businesses select the right 
products for higher performance and 
reduced risks.”

Be sure to catch Roberts presen-
tation at 2;30, May 9th at the EWPT 
Expo. For more information, you 
can visit www.panduit.com/en/solu-
tions/wire-harness.html

Robert Rensa has more than 40 
years of work experience in sales, 
Product and business management 
at industry leading companies includ-
ing Panduit, Eaton, and Furnas Elec-
tric (now Siemens Automation). He 
is also a veteran of various industry 
standards bodies including:

 • Chairman- NEMA 5FB-2- Wire 
Management Products

• Committee member- NEMA 5FB-
2 Technical Committee

• Chairman- CANENA-THSC 23A-
62275

• Technical Expert-USNC-SC23A-
TAG-WG17 

New Global Standards for Wire 
Management Products:
Continued from page 23  ___________

Cirris is sad to announce that 
our Southeast Regional Ac-
count Manager, Jerry Smith 

passed away on March 9th, 2018. 
Jerry joined Cirris in August of 

2013. During the almost 5 years he 
was with Cirris, he was a valuable 
friend and employee. Jerry worked 
hard to take care of his customers by 
listening to their needs and talking 
them through solutions. Those that 
worked with him appreciated his in-
tegrity and work ethic.

His knowledge of cable and har-
ness testing was useful in helping 
customers overcome problems. Jer-
ry’s experience came from over thir-
ty years working in the industry. He 
worked in different areas of sales for 
DIT-MCO International, Manufactur-
ers Rep, CK Technologies, and Cirris 
Systems. He was a major player in the 
industry for his entire career.

Previous to entering the cable 
and harness industry, Jerry served as 

a soldier in Vietnam. His time with 
the military made him appreciative 
of military service and he supported 
veterans like himself.

Jerry will be missed by all who 
knew him. His dedication to his ca-
reer made him a valued employee, 
and his love for his family made him 
an exemplary person.

Remembering Jerry Smith

Jerry Smith

http://www.panduit.com/en/solutions/wire-harness.html
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transform it from an analog process 
to a digital process,” he began. Stan-
dard pneumatic welders are an “open 
loop” system, meaning there is no sys-
tem feedback to verify a desired out-
put. “With pneumatic machines, the 
input data is entered, the machine 
reades the data, and you get output 
data. Using servo motors, we are able 
to monitor conditions during the pro-
cess and actually change parameters 
during the weld; and weld in mul-
tiple steps, rather than being limited 
to a single step” he instructed. TECH-
SONIC calls this ability to control the 
parameters Dynamic Force and Am-
plitude Control™, and it allows the 
equipment to adjust and maintain 
the pressure during the weld cycle. 
The team maintained that this leads 
to stronger welds and decreased cy-

cle times. Frank said it also opens the 
gate for a variety of additional advan-
tages for their welding equipment.

One such advantage is the ability 
to weld a wide range of wire sizes 
with the same tooling and power re-
quirements. “Using servo technology, 
we can weld small wires like 0.26 
sq mm all the way up to 60 sq mm 
with the same piece of equipment,” 
Frank detailed. “Using pneumatics, 
you might need two or three differ-
ent machines, but our standard 3 KW 
unit can go up to 60 sq mm.” He main-
tained this is crucial in eliminating 
downtime in a production setting by 
allowing the user to quickly change 
back and forth between wire sizes 
without the need for any manual ad-
justments.

TECH SONIC’s welders have a one 

TECH-SONIC’S Servo Technology Adds 
Versatility to Ultrasonic Welding
Continued from page 1  ____________

_____________ Continued on page 48

TECH-SONIC’s servo-controlled ultrasonic welder with integrated 
software.
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In every issue of Wiring Harness News Anixter will bring you 
informative articles about wire and cable technology.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE WIRE
Cables can be installed in envi-

ronments with harsh conditions 
and high ambient temperatures, but 
selecting the right cables for the 
correct environmental conditions 
is essential to ensure the cable’s ex-
pected life span will not be affected. 
The use of wire and cable products 
outside their designed temperature 
range can result in premature and 
often expensive failures in service.

UNDERSTANDING 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE WIRE

High-temperature wire is often 
defined as a wire with a temperature 
rating of 125°C or higher, although 
high-temperature can also refer to 
temperature ratings as low as 90°C. 
High-temperature cables can either 
be single-conductor or multicon-
ductor. These products commonly 
consist of a conductor (usually an-
nealed, tinned copper, copper-plat-
ed or nickel-coated copper) and 
insulation. High-temperature wires 
may also have an additional jacket 
consisting of a fiberglass braid or K-
fiber material.

Two key components to ensure 
high-temperature wires are suitable 
for the application are the wire’s 
temperature rating and ampacity. 
Temperature ratings can be defined 
as the maximum continuous tem-
perature that a wire can withstand 
during its lifetime. If a cable’s tem-
perature rating is not suitable for the 
environment and ambient tempera-
ture, the expected lifespan of the 
cable could be affected.

The ampacity is the maximum 
current an insulated conductor can 
safely carry without exceeding its 
insulation and jacket temperature 
limitations. If the cable is undersized, 
the heat produced by circuit load 
may exceed the cable’s temperature 
rating and the cable may be compro-
mised. For more information, please 
see Anixter’s Wire Wisdom Wire and 
Cable Ampacity Rating.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
CABLE STANDARDS

High-temperature wire can be 
classified as Appliance Wiring Materi-
al (AWM) meeting UL 758 Appliance 
Wiring Materials. Even though AWM 
wires are not considered to be “UL 
Listed” products, they are Recognized 
Components that can be used in UL 
Listed products. If a high-temper-
ature wire is to be considered a UL 
Recognized Component, the wire fol-
lows the guidelines that are detailed 
by UL 758 through a UL style page. 
This style page lists specifications on 
gauge size range, insulation material, 
temperature rating and voltage rat-
ing. Some UL AWM styles can be dual 
listed with Canadian standards, such 
as UL AWM 3284 and CSA CL1254. 
For more information, please see An-
ixter’s Wire Wisdom Understanding 
and Identifying UL AWM Styles.

In addition to high-temperature 
cables meeting AWM requirements, 
high-temperature products can also 
meet and be UL Listed to the UL 83A 
Fluoropolymer Insulated Wire stan-
dard. UL 83A provides requirements 
on the cable’s construction and test 
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performance for high-temperature 
listed products. Performance tests 
include longterm aging of insulation 
and insulation resistance testing.

THE DIFFERENT STYLES OF 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE WIRE

Due to the wide range of tempera-
ture ratings and applications avail-
able for high-temperature wire, there 
are many different agency approvals 
available. High-temperature wires 
can be UL Recognized per UL 758, 

UL Listed per UL 83A or meet CSA 
standards.

Table 1 provides some common 
high-temperature wire types that 
meet various UL AWM Styles per UL 
758 and/or CSA standards.

In addition to the AWM high-tem-
perature wires, Table 2 provides ex-
amples of UL Listed high-temperature 
wires per UL 83A.

Table 1 – Common UL Style High-temperature Wire Types

_____________ Continued on page 42

Table 2 – UL Listed High-temperature Wire Types
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Why would some-
one assembling 
cables and har-

nesses be interested in IPC-
A-610, IPC/WHMA-A-620 and 
IPC-A-630?  

IPC/WHMA-A-620, Require-
ments and Acceptance for Ca-
bles and Wire Harness Assem-
blies, is a complete standard 
which provides information 
needed to produce crimped, 
mechanically secured and sol-
dered connections as well as 
assembly requirements for ca-
ble and harnesses. The standard 
is filled with criteria and graph-
ics that are used every day by 
those working in the cable and 

harness industry.  But, let’s face 
it, a cable or harness doesn’t 
do much as “just a cable.”  The 
purpose of its existence is to 
connect electronics together 
sending current and voltage to 
various devices. The latest revi-
sion of IPC/WHMA-A-620 in-
cludes synergy with IPC-A-610, 
Acceptability of Electronic As-
semblies, aligning many of the 
requirements that are common 
to both standards. IPC-A-630, 
Acceptability Standard for 
Manufacture, Inspection and 
Testing of Electronic Enclo-
sures, sometimes called “box 
build” is another IPC standard 
which provides the criteria for 

manufacturers who are making 
those connections.

Teresa Rowe, Sr. Director, 
Assembly & Standards Technol-
ogy of IPC, will be providing 
detailed information on the 
content of IPC/WHMA-A-620-C 
and IPC-A-630 at the Electrical 
Wire Processing Technology 
Expo. In addition, Teresa will 
lead an IPC Task Group meet-
ing on IPC/WHMA-A-620C fol-
lowing the conference. If you 
are interested in attending the 
committee meeting you can 
contact Teresa by sending an 
email to ipcmail@ipc.org. 

Readers of this article who 
are making these electronic 

connections may ask 
how to choose between 
IPC-A-610 and IPC-A-630 
for their facility, and 
the answer depends on 
the product they are 
making.  The focus of 
IPC-A-610 is for printed 
board assemblies and 
the focus of IPC-A-630 is 
for box build assemblies.  
Cables are used in both 
assemblies to make the 
electronic connections 
for various products.  
What is an appropriate 
answer for one organi-
zation will be different 
for another, and it is 
possible to use all three 
documents in a single 
manufacturing environ-
ment.  Of additional sig-
nificance is that all three 
standards provide three 
classes of acceptance 
criteria. Class I is used in 
general electronic prod-
ucts where functionality 
is the requirement. Class 
2 is used in dedicated 
electronic service prod-
ucts, where continued 
uninterrupted service 
and extended life is re-
quired. Class 3 is used 
for high performance 
electronic products, 
where continued perfor-
mance, uninterrupted 
service, extended life, no 
equipment downtime al-
lowed and operational 
in harsh conditions is re-
quired. The best way to 
determine which is ap-
propriate for your work 
is to read through the 
documents to see which 
meets your assembly 
needs.

IPC/WHMA-A-620C, 
Requirements and Ac-
ceptance for Wire Har-
ness and Cable, pro-
vides the wire and cable 
industry the most cur-
rent criteria in accep-
tance and performance. 
With over 700 photo-
graphs and illustrations, 
this standard describes 
materials, methods, tests 

Visit StrunkConnect at EWPTE - Booth #1136

Beyond IPC/WJMA-A-620: How IPC Specifications Help 
Harness Manufacturers Expand Capabilities to Add Value

__ Continued on page 32
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and acceptance criteria for producing 
crimped, mechanically secured and 
soldered interconnections and the 
related assembly activities associated 
with cable and harness assemblies. As 
advanced manufacturing continues 
to trend, wire harness manufactur-
ers are on the front line of technical 
challenges in today’s electronics in-
dustry marketplace. The wire harness 
plays an even more significant role in 
the integration of electronic systems 
within the automotive, aerospace, 
and industrial applications. Globally, 
more original equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs) are looking to wire 

harness manufacturers as partners in 
outsourcing to add capacity, reduce 
delivery time, control cost, or to meet 
local manufacturing content require-
ments in some parts of the world. 
Communication between the OEM 
and their wire harness manufactur-
ing partner is critical to their success. 
The IPC/WHMA-A-620 can help you 
understand and meet the require-
ments of the wire and cable industry. 

IPC-A-610 Acceptability of Elec-
tronics Assemblies. IPC-A-610 is the 
most widely used electronics assem-
bly acceptance document in the elec-
tronics industry. To understand the ul-
timate power of IPC-A-610, you need 
to first understand what is at its core. 

The standard is a collection of visual 
quality acceptability requirements for 
electronic assemblies. It is utilized as 
a post-assembly acceptance standard 
to ensure that electronic assemblies 
meet acceptance requirements. 

IPC-A-610 is an essential document 
in an electronic assembler’s tool li-
brary.  Not only is it necessary to have 
the proper material and tools, but it 
is also important to have clearly-de-
fined acceptance criteria.  IPC-A-610 
provides that criteria developed and 
accepted by representatives from 
some of our industry’s leaders in this 
case from leaders in 17 countries 
worldwide. This is a must-have for in-
spectors, operators and others with 

an interest in the acceptance criteria 
for electronic assemblies. 

IPC-A-630 IPC’s first acceptability 
standard for electronic enclosures, 
IPC-A-630 contains acceptability cri-
teria that pertain to the “box build” of 
the assembly process. This standard 
has been written to direct manufac-
turers and end users of electronic 
enclosures of electrical and elec-
tronic equipment to understand the 
best practices to meet requirements, 
ensuring the reliability and func-
tion of the end-item assembly for its 
intended design life. The standard 
covers everything associated with 
the box, from metals and plastics to 
the hinges and screws that hold the 

electronics in place. This 
standard also includes 
information on the 
paints and coatings that 
can be used, especially 
when coatings offer EMI 
protection or corrosion 
protection. A sizable 
portion of the standard 
provides terminology 
used for the industry so 
that everyone speaks a 
common language.

As we have learned, 
depending on a manu-
facturers assembly re-
quirement, you could 
use one or all three 
of the IPC standards; 
IPC-A-610, IPC/WHMA-
A-620 and IPC-A-630. 
Each has its own unique 
requirements that cover 
the types of assemblies 
which are being pro-
duced. To learn more 
about IPC visit www.
ipc.org.

Beyond IPC/WJMA-A-620: How IPC Specifications Help Harness 
Manufacturers Expand Capabilities to Add Value
Continued from page 30 ___________
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By Michael Traskos
Lectromec

 _________________________________

A common question when it 

comes to designing an air-

craft EWIS is which of the 

cables should be shielded? Several 

standards, such as MIL-STD-461, “Re-

quirements for the Control of Elec-

tromagnetic Interference Character-

istics of Subsystems and Equipment” 

provide an excellent basis for topics 

and testing that should be considered. 

But for those that are not interested 

in reading a 280-page standard, this 

article reviews the several shielding 

considerations that should be made 

before making design choices.

WHY SHIELD?

The quick and simple answer to 

‘why shield?’ is to limit the impact of 

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 

on system performance. But just 

because EMI is a concern does not 

mean that shielding should be used 

on wiring from every system. The 

consequences of selecting a shielded 

cable construction include increased 

bend radius, increased weight, and in-

creased installation/repair time.

There are a couple of options 

when protecting systems from EMI 

and implementing shielding. These 

options include: shielding only  

the signal wires, shielding only the 

 

power wires, and shielding both. 

Each of these is reviewed here.

SHIELD SIGNAL WIRES

The starting point for many engi-

neers and EWIS designers is to limit 

the potential EMI impact on signal 

cables. After all, these cables, which 

send signals with low voltages (often 

less than 10V) at high data speeds, 

can be negatively impacted by the 

electrical noise of aircraft equipment. 

Protecting the integrity of signals 

thus improves the confidence in the 

data integrity.

Of course, once the signal wires 

are identified for EMI protection/ 

 

shielding, the question then goes to 

whether the individual wires/pairs 

should also be shielded if inside a 

multiconductor cable. The selection 

is dependent on the data rate (high 

frequencies generate more EMI and 

are more susceptible to EMI). With 

shielding a cable, then the internal 

pairs, the outer shielding can be a 

generalized shield and the internal 

shield can be optimized to shield the 

frequencies likely to be carried by 

the internal wires.

The benefits of shielding the sig-

nal wires:

•  Transmitted data for each sys-

tem is isolated

• If improved EMI 

protection is needed, 

it can be implemented 

system by system

•  Conceptually easy 

to address and plenty 

of available shielded 

cable options

SHIELD POWER 

WIRES

Another perspective 

is to shield the power 

wires. A typical aircraft 

design will have a larg-

er percentage of sig-

nal wires than power 

wires, and thus it can 

be easier to shield the 

power wires.

When considering 

the latest trends with 

electrical power sys-

tems, there are several 

systems which gain 

equipment control 

with the use of pulse 

width modulation and 

wide frequency power 

generation. Each sys-

tem has benefits from 

the perspective of 

power and control, but 

creates new challenges 

for EMI. Certainly, the 

use of pulse width 

modulated power with 

high-frequency cur-

rent changes (dI/dt) 

can generate strong 

Electromagnetic Flux 

(EMF) and impact near-

by signal wires.

The benefits of 

shielding the power 

wires:

• Reduce the EMI 

sources throughout 

the aircraft

• Possible overall 

aircraft EMI reduction 

thus reducing noise 

for sensitive electronic 

equipment

• Additional chafe 

protection for power 

cables.

Aircraft Wiring: How Many Cables Should be Shielded?
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Print a bar code label only Restrict an operator from Identify the operator for Verify the bar code label
if the harness passes? altering the program? labels and data collection? is applied to the harness?

Transfer programs to tester Send alert if harness is Connect to a network for file Work as a standalone system
via a memory card? removed prematurely? transfers and data collection? without needing a computer?

Visit with Kingsley at EWPTE Booth #1320
Visit with Dynalab Cable Testers at EWPTE Booth #1509

SHIELD BOTH

Another option is to shield 

both which provides the ben-

efits of both; but comes with 

a significant weight penalty. 

There are solutions that exist 

for reducing the overall weight 

burden of shield-

ing, but there will 

always be a financial 

and weight cost for 

shielding. The dif-

ficulty with imple-

menting this solu-

tion is that many 

of the harnesses 

become Line Re-

placeable Units 

(LRUs) and are 

not designed for 

field maintenance. 

Naturally, the argu-

ment here is the if 

you can increase 

the reliability of a 

wire harness by a 

factor of 2 (as an 

example, no data 

to support), would 

you be willing to 

remove the field 

serviceable capa-

bility?

CONCLUSION

The use of 

shielding to pro-

tect wiring and 

signals has been 

around for genera-

tions, but with the 

modern aircraft 

design, the impor-

tance of protect-

ing signal integrity 

is more important. 

There are multiple 

strategies for ac-

complishing this, 

and the implemen-

tation of shield-

ing is entirely de-

pendent on the 

performance re-

quirement and the 

operation frequen-

cies of the signal 

equipment.

In the end, 

it comes down 

to what design 

choice can create 

the safest EWIS 

design capable of 

completing the 

prescribed task. To 

find out more about how to im-

prove your EWIS assessments 

and EWIS safety, contact Lec-

tromec.
Lectromec provides certifi-

cation solutions for aerospace 
wire systems and components. 
Showing that your product 

meets or exceeds all of the 
end-user’s requirements is a 
challenge and figuring out how 
to perform the necessary ther-
mal, electrical, mechanical, and 
environmental testing is a time-
sink. 

They make it easy to get this 
data with their ISO 17025 ac-
credited lab built for compo-
nent and wire system testing 
from component fabrication to 
end of service life. Lectromec 
works with customers from 
the initial testing requirements 
through the delivery of a clear, 
detailed report outlining the 
test and the product perfor-
mance.

Contact Lectromec to find 
out how to have products test-
ed and get the data needed for 
qualification. www.lectromec.

com.

How far away does your wire/cable need to be to avoid the 
impacts of EMI? This is a difficult question to answer be-
cause of all of the factors impacting EMI. Shielding can be 
an easier solution.

http://www.lectromec
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Visit with Schiffer at EWPTE Booth #1259                                                  Visit with Nu-Tech at EWPTE Booth #1160

By Wes Garner
SureTech Assembly

__________________________

A wise sage once wrote, 
“Whoever walks in in-
tegrity walks securely… 

“.  This principle recently played out 
on the shop floor of SureTech Assem-
bly.  Our company was searching for 
a new piece of equipment to expand 
our capabilities.  Naturally, there are 
a number of competing companies 

in the industry that could fulfill our 
need.  One such company scheduled 
a visit to showcase their product in 
hopes of landing a sale.  On this occa-
sion, the sales team included a region-
al sales representative and his national 
manager.  As expected, the presenta-
tion included literature, videos, and 
conversation describing the benefits 
of their equipment.  We patiently lis-
tened and gathered information in an 
effort to make a thoughtful decision.   
As one might expect, the sales team 

was enthusiastic and engaging.  We 
were cautious but interested in mak-
ing a purchase.  Toward the end of 
the presentation, I inquired if I could 
show the sales team a few things in 
our company that we were work-
ing on.  To be clear, these items were 
completely unrelated to their equip-
ment, however, they were important 
to SureTech Assembly and we wanted 
to share them.  As we made our way 
to the shop floor, the disposition of 
the sales team suddenly changed.  As 
I introduced our product line, the 
salesman cut me short and actually 
said, “Just get to the bottom line.”  It 
became painfully clear that the sales 
team was only interested in our com-
pany insofar as it secured them a sale.  
They measured success strictly on 
the grounds of selling their equip-
ment.  Beyond that, they could care 
less.  This sales team failed the funda-
mental test of sales: sincerity.  Success 
in sales is best described as winning 
the heart of the customer not merely 
their pocket.  This article describes 
two basic principles to sincerely win 
the heart of a customer.

Before we explore those two prin-
ciples, it is important to precisely de-
fine the word sincerity.  Sincerity is 
best described as “free from pretense 
or deceit; proceeding from genuine 
feelings.”  Some synonyms include: 
authentic, real, trustworthy, integrity, 
honesty, and goodness.  It means our 
actions and words are rooted in who 
we are not what makes the sale.  I will 
be kind because I am a kind person, 
not because kindness wins sales.  I 
am friendly because I seek friends, 
not because friendliness wins sales.  
I am diligent because I enjoy work 

not because apparent diligence wins 
sales.  Sincerity avoids costumes, fa-
cades, acting, and hypocrisy.   It is the 
attitude that I will treat the customer 
exactly the same regardless of the 
outcome.  Ultimately, sincerity seeks 
the good of another as its ultimate 
end.  

The first principle of sincerity in 
sales is taking a genuine interest in 
the person you are working with.  Be-
hind every buyer, engineer, manager, 
and owner lies a person.  A living be-
ing.  A soul.  They have families, hopes, 
dreams, struggles, frustrations, and ac-
complishments.  With that in mind, 
sincerity values the person more than 
the account.  As such, sincerity seeks 
to know the person in front of them 
by asking appropriate questions and 
listening.  Often the result is a rela-
tionship of trust between the sales-
man and the purchaser.  However, we 
are not after trust to win sales but be-
cause it’s good to have relationships 
of trust.  Here is an example that il-
lustrates this principle.

Recently, I engaged a new custom-
er whom I discovered from a cold 
call.  Over the past few months, the 
manager and I have become some-
what of friends.  Through conversa-
tions, I have learned he is married and 
has two young children.  I know his 
wife injured both of her feet over the 
Christmas holiday.  I know he used to 
race cars and hopes to own a small 
business one day.  In fact, I talked to 
him this morning.  Why would I seek 
out these things?  Because I truly 
hope that his marriage will last a life-

Sincerity: The Secret of Sales

_____________ Continued on page 44 
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Scott Morris (left) and Steve Banovich

line had components that were mod-
ular. Marsh stocked the numerous 
parts needed to configure the end 
product. “We did thousands of those 
things, and then we started evolving 
more into wire preparation; adding 
more to the distribution components 
we sold,” he explained. 

Steve talked about how things real-
ly got rolling on the value-added side 
in the early 90s. A few of Marsh’s big 
distribution customers went through 
extensive outsourcing processes, and 
needed help. “They said for example, 
‘what would you guys think about 
terminating some wires on a switch?’ 

and soon we were buying presses, 
cut and strip machines, and we nev-
er looked back.” At the time, Steve’s 
brother, Jim Banovich, (current Marsh 
manager partner and Vice President 
of Sales) was handling outside sales 
for March’s largest customer, and was 
instrumental in bringing in these 
new value-added opportunities. It’s 
now a large percentage of Marsh’s 
overall business. They are a distribu-
tor that offers value-added, but they 
compete with standalone cable as-
sembly guys right in their region. “We 
had no intention of becoming a full-
blown assembly house, but boy were 
we wrong!” Steve exclaimed. 

Marsh Electronics did about $52 

Continued from page 1

From Distribution to Harnesses:
Marsh Electronics/MarVac Assemblies
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Million in sales in 2017. About $9 
Million of that came from the Mar-
Vac Assemblies Division. Scott noted 
their customer mix is comprised of 
four major sectors. The largest is the 
industrial sector, “and that can be any-
thing from CNC milling equipment, 
welders, or big industrial tooling,” he 
detailed. The next is non-automotive 
transportation, and that’s typically 
fire trucks, lawnmowers, defense, or 
agricultural vehicles. “Those two in-
dustries make up about 70% of what 
MarVac does.” The remaining 30% is 
split between medical and food prep-
aration products like fryers, ovens, 
freezers and grills. “A lot of these de-
vices have passive electromechanical 
components and cable assemblies, 
so you can pretty much pigeon hole 
everything we do into one of those 
four categories,” he detailed. “We’re 
not making cell phones here in the 
US, and thankfully, we 
are not importing fire 
trucks from China.”

Scott went on to 
describe the type of 
assemblies Marsh pro-
duces for its customers. 
About 35% of the busi-
ness is in traditional 
wire harness assembly, 
with another 30 per-
cent being what they 
refer to as component 
prep. “There are some 
grey areas between the 
two,” he detailed, “but 
basically it’s where we 
are doing something 
like placing a wire to a 
rocker switch, adding 
a connector, wrapping 
a bow around it, then 
putting it in a bag.” The 
next piece of the pie 
would be box builds 
and Scott mentioned 
that is an area where 
they are really growing. 
The final type of build 
is kitting. He gave an 
example with a recent 
order they quoted con-
sisting of 12 different 
wires; each of a differ-
ent color, length and 
with different connec-
tors; all placed together 
in a bag. “So, the cus-
tomer has everything 
they need to assemble 
a particular compo-
nent of a product un-
der one part number,” 
he described. 

The subject then 
turned to quality stan-
dards with Steve say-
ing, “We’ve spent a lot 
of effort, not only on 
the distribution side, 
but also with the Mar-
Vac side, on continu-
ous improvement, and 
that’s what we’re all 
about.” The company 
is ISO 9001: 2015 and 
manufacturers to IPC/
WHMA A-620 for assem-
blies and IPC-A-630 for 
the box builds. Marsh 
also works with the 
Wisconsin Manufactur-
ers Extension Partner-
ship with continuous 

improvement strategies. “We’ve got 
another very sizable project going 
on with them right now, and over the 
course of this year, which will be fo-
cused primarily on MarVac. 

MarVac may have a different name, 
but the company exists under the 
same roof in Milwaukee. They share 
the resources of accounting, pur-
chasing, warehousing and even sales. 
Most of their business is centered in 
the Midwest region and they have 
sales offices in Appleton, Minneapo-
lis, Indianapolis, Chicago, Columbus, 
Cleveland, Charlotte and more re-
cently a presence in Tampa Florida. 
“We followed a large customer down 
there and used that as a spring board 
for a small office,” Scott revealed. 

What MarVac does have that is 
unique, is Scott. “As assembly spe-
cialist, I travel around with our 18 
outside salespeople promoting our 

value-added capabilities, because we 
can’t expect them to be experts on 
value-added.” With a thorough un-
derstanding of MarVac, Scott over-
comes technical obstacles with an 
in-depth knowledge of current tool-
ing and core capabilities. He also gets 
involved with customers on design 
parameters. “I usually end up making 
calls in about 22 states and we have 
a number of stray accounts in places 
like Kentucky, Texas and even Califor-
nia.

There aren’t many distributors do-
ing what Marsh is doing with MarVac. 
With access to the line card of pas-
sive and electromechanical compo-
nents, there is definitely an advan-
tage in the ability to produce cable 
assemblies as well. “With the types of 
products we sell as a distributor, the 
harnesses just typically follow,” Scott 
explained, “but as MarVac has grown, 

the harnesses are beginning to lead 
to the components.”

When asked what makes Marsh 
Electronics/MarVac stand out with 
their customers, both were quick to 
mention their pride as a solutions 
company. “It’s right on our website,” 
said Steve, “and that’s where we 
are superior. We adapt and respond 
quickly, and we work very hard to 
bring multiple solutions to our cus-
tomers’ problems.”

Stop by booth #1608 at the Electri-
cal Wire Processing Expo in Milwau-
kee and meet Steve, Scott and the rest 
of the crew. Scott mentioned he will 
have a box of Sharpies to sign your 
copy of this article!

Please direct any direct inquiries 
directly to Scott Morris at scott.mor-
ris@marshelectronics.com or at 317-
903-3015.

mailto:scott.morris@marshelectronics.com
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Visit with OES Technologies at EWPTE Booth #1648

APPLICATIONS OF 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE WIRE

As mentioned above, high-temper-
ature wire can be found in environ-
ments with elevated temperatures 
and harsh conditions. These applica-
tions commonly include motor leads 
and internal wiring of appliances, 
such as refrigeration equipment, 
heat pumps, clothes dryers, lighting 
fixtures, commercial and industrial 
ovens, room cooler units and elec-
trical ranges. High-temperature wire 

can also be found in steel mills, glass 
plants and chemical plants.

Table 3 provides common applica-
tions where high-temperature wires 
are commonly installed. Depending 
on the application, further informa-
tion such as UL listings, cable size 
and other environmental conditions 
may be required to select the correct 
product.

For further information visit www.

anixter.com

Continued from page 29  ___________

In every issue of Wiring Harness News Anixter will bring you 
informative articles about wire and cable technology.

Table 3 – High-temperature Wire Applications

Visit with Anixter at EWPTE Booth #1905

http://anixter.com
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Visit with Atlas Wire Corp at EWPTE Booth #1654
Visit with Odyssey Tool at EWPTE Booth #1118

time.  Because I hope his children will 
grow up to be healthy, good citizens.  
Because I hope one day he owns that 
dream business.  If it ever opens, I’ll 
be his first patron regardless of how 
the present account works out.  We 
are friends because it is good to have 
friends.  Some reading this article are 
probably thinking, “What about the 
sales?  I’m measured on how many 
sales I make not how many friends I 
have.”  The reply is simply: “Whoever 
walks in integrity walks securely.”

The second principle of sincerity 
in sales is taking a genuine interest in 
the company you are working with.  
Each company is the realization of 
someone’s dream.  Typically, it is built 
on years of hard work, perseverance, 
and patience.  The products are often 
past ideas, issued patents, and cur-
rent production.  The customer has 
become an expert in their field and 
built a company from that expertise.  
With such a wealth of knowledge be-
fore you, wouldn’t it be wise to inves-
tigate and understand the company?  
Here are a few steps to consider dur-
ing an initial visit to a customer:

1. Before the visit, go to their 
website and read about their prod-
uct, company, history, and structure.  
Make notes where appropriate. 

2. Make a list of questions about 
the company and their product that 
you might ask during the visit.

3. If you have one, read the e-mail 
of the person you are visiting.  What 
is their actual title?  What is their edu-
cation, nationality, experience?  Ask 
yourself: what can I learn about this 
person and their company?

4. While waiting in the lobby, pick 
up any available literature and read it.  
Don’t pretend to be reading it but ac-
tually read it.  Learn something. 

5. During the visit, ask multiple 
questions about their product and 
seek to understand it. 

6. Do not rush the company tour; 
stop and at take it in.  Consider mak-
ing notes if appropriate. 

7. Follow your visit with an e-mail 
thanking them for the visit and infor-
mation.  Be specific on what you have 

learned. 

Remember, taking 
an interest in the com-
pany is not a façade to 
make the sale.  We take 
an interest because it is 
right to learn at every 
opportunity.  Some read-
ing will complain, “But 
I am not paid by how 
much I learn.  I am 
paid by my sales.”  The 
old sage will say: “Who-
ever walks in integrity 
walks securely.”

In closing, let me 
finish the illustration 
which I began.  The 
equipment company 
that showed no interest 
in us personally and no 
interest in our company 
lost the sale.  However, 
we did buy a piece of 
equipment.  Who made 
the sale?  Another sales-
man, from another 
company, who stops by 
regularly and whom we 
call friend.  And by the 
way, he would be our 
friend whether he made 
the sale or not.

 
Wes Garner is the 

Director of Sales and 
Marketing for SureTech 
Assembly. Wes has 
worked in a number 
of industries and holds 
a degree in Christian 
Studies. 

Sincerity: The Secret of Sales
Continued from page 38  ___________
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Next Generation Tri-Star 
Automatic Contact Crimper (TAC) 
Makes Its Debut

Tri-Star Technologies, a leader in 
wire processing systems for more 
than 40 years, unveils its latest genera-
tion TAC X Series Automatic Contact 
Crimper at the National Electrical Wire 
Processing Technology Expo in Mil-
waukee. See it demonstrated at Booth 
No. 1458.

These newest crimpers, the X se-
ries, build upon the speed, reliability, 
durability and quality of previous TAC 
systems.  Among many innovative fea-

tures, the X crimpers are smaller, lighter, 
and feature a dual bowl option which 

enables a quick change 
from pin to socket con-
tacts.

 Alex Kerner, Presi-
dent of Tri-Star Tech-
nologies, said, “Every-
one’s excited about our 
newest X series models. 
They really like the small-
er more compact size 
and the ability to quickly 
change contacts via 
the dual vibratory feed 
bowl option.” He add-
ed, “We’re very proud 
that we’ve delivered 
more than a thousand 
TAC systems worldwide 
over the past four de-
cades. And, with initial 
reaction to the new TAC 
X, we’re confident that 
we’ll be delivering even 
more.” 

The X series crimp-
ers are fully automatic, 
with wire trigger activa-
tion; no foot pedal or 
other manual activation 
is needed. Production 
is very fast, with crimp 
rates of up to 1800 ter-
minations per hour. 
Crimp quality is also 
a key feature that has 
helped make the TAC 
series the industry lead-
er. All elements of crimp 
quality are managed by 
on board sensors, guar-
anteeing correct crimp 
depth and proper wire 
insertion. There is also a 
sensor that assesses the 
quality of the contact, 
so any bent, incorrect or 
defective contact trig-
gers a system shutdown. 

The new TAC X Se-
ries Automatic Contact 
Crimper is now ready for 
delivery. 

For more information, 
contact Roger.Lewin@
carlisleit.com, phone: 
917.972.4133, or visit 
www.tri-star-technolo-
gies.com.

TAC X Series 
Automatic Contact Crimper

http://roger.lewin
http://carlisleit.com
http://www.tri-star-technologies.com
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micron linear encoder built into the 

servo. Byoung noted that this resolu-

tion is especially useful to the wire 

harness industry in the detection of 

missing strands. He explained that 

the industry requires wire harness 

producers to detect missing strands 

within 3% of the total cross section. 

That becomes more critical with 

small wire sizes. “For example,” By-

oung said, “many 13 sq mm wires, 

which are the smallest wires used in 

automotive, have 7 strands, and the 

industry does not allow for a single 

strand to be cut or missing.” Current 

pneumatic welders cannot consis-

tently detect below about 5% of the 

total mass of a single wire. “But using 

servo technology, you would definite-

ly be able to detect less than 3% of 

missing strands.” In general, Byoung 

posited, the consistency of servo con-

trolled wire welding enables users to 

have smaller tolerance windows in 

order to reject defects and minimize 

false alarms.

The importance of missing strand 

detection is compounded when you 

have wires in combination with other 

wires in a splice. Frank explained say-

ing industry specifications state that 

it’s not the entire combined wires in 

the splice you have to account for, 

rather it’s each individual wire within 

the combination. “As those combina-

tions become larger and larger, some-

times up to 12 or more wires at a 

time, detecting missing strands from 

individual wires becomes harder 

and harder,” he said, “and that’s really 

where we offer a big improvement 

over pneumatics.” He indicated some 

pneumatic machines are capable of 

detecting missing strands, but the 

big difference is in the level at which 

they are able to detect.

Another advantage of servo tech-

nology is the decreased stress the 

machine introduces to the strands. 

Frank detailed saying, “Of-

ten times, even if the wires 

and strands are in perfect 

condition, the pneumatic 

welders move in a more vio-

lent nature, creating move-

ment of the tooling that 

can sometimes damage the 

materials being welded. The 

servo has a ‘soft touch’ land-

ing that helps preserve the 

integrity of the wires being 

welded.”

This decreased stress 

also increases the life cycle 

of the replaceable tooling. 

As frank reiterated, since 

the weld pressure is con-

trolled during the weld, 

the tool and anvil are not 

transferring more energy 

than needed during the 

cycle. This helps to prevent 

cracking of the ultrasonic 

horn which may occur with 

higher power units. He also 

mentioned that by eliminat-

ing pneumatic components, 

the calibration process is 

greatly simplified as the 

force control feature of the 

servos requires no manual 

adjustment. 

In their concluding re-

marks, Byoung and Frank 

proudly held that TECH-

SONIC’s research and devel-

opment of servo controllers 

has created the first line 

of digital metal ultrasonic 

welders. Both maintain it’s 

one of the greatest advance-

ments in this technology in 

the new age. They have inte-

grated the latest in electron-

ics, hardware, force sensors 

and control software into 

their products, and seemed 

quite passionate about their 

ability to deliver a high lev-

el of quality control to the 

wire harness industry.

TECH-SONIC’S Servo Technology Adds 
Versatility to Ultrasonic Welding
Continued from page 27  ___________
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Telsonic SOLUTIONS Announces 
New Facility

After eight years of successful 
growth in the American market, TEL-
SONIC Solutions, LLC has announced 
the move to a new home. The move 
to the   new facility was necessary to 
achieve the company’s organizational 
needs, and to meet increasing custom-
er demands. 

“The new facility is built to strength-
en our position in the marketplace and 
make our customers feel at home and 
it allows them to get the full benefit 
of our joining solutions when visiting 
Telsonic,” said Saeed Mogadam, Presi-

dent, TELSONIC Solutions, LLC. 
The heart of the facility is the new 

state-of-the-art laboratory. “This will 
allow our engineering team to better 
adapt our exclusive technologies to 
meet our customers challenging appli-
cations, and advancement of our R&D 
projects,” added Mogadam. 

The new location is at 16 Esquire 
Road, Billerica, MA 01862. All other 
contact information including phone 
numbers will remain the same. The 
new facility is 27 and 34 Miles from   
Boston’s Logan and Manchester Air-
ports respectively.  

TELSONIC AG, is a global provider 
of Ultrasonic Welding Equipment. 
Based in Switzerland, the company 
has subsidiaries around the world. 
TELSONIC Solutions, LLC is the Metal 
Welding Division of TELSONIC AG for 
American market, and is committed to 

the wire bonding needs of OEMs and 
Harness Manufacturers. Local repre-
sentatives can be contacted by visit-

ing telsonic.com or by phoning (617) 
244-0400.

CAMI Research to 
Host Professional 
Development Work-
shops at EWPT Expo, 
Milwaukee

CAMI Research Inc. 
(Acton, MA), a 2015 and 
2017 Wire Harness & Ca-
ble Connector Top Prod-
uct, will again host pro-
fessional development 
workshops at the Wire 
Processing Technology 
Expo in Milwaukee, and 
offer opportunities to 
win $500 in CableEye® 
accessories. These ses-
sions will be held on 
the Tuesday – the EXPO 
set-up day. At the ex-
hibit itself, CAMI will 
have hands-on exhibits 
for visitors to experience 
CableEye’s ease of use 
and flexibility, especially 
regarding automated 
testing.

A leader in develop-
ment of PC-based Cable 
& Wire Harness Test Sys-
tems for over 20 years, 
CAMI returns to the Expo 
for the ninth straight year. 

Seminar – “Beyond 
Continuity & HiPot Mea-
surements”

This informative semi-
nar is for employees 
of any company look-
ing to improve product 
quality and productivity 
whether their products 
are cables or harnesses, 
or products in which ca-
bles /harnesses are parts 
or subassemblies. Prior 
knowledge of cable 
testing is not required.

CAMI Research will 
hold this complimentary 
workshop the morning 
of Tuesday, May 8 at the 
Wisconsin Center. Space 
is limited, so early book-
ing is advised. camire-
search.com/Campaigns/
wpt-expo.html#Free-
Seminar

Training Session – 
“Improving Reliability of 
Continuity & HiPot Tests”

Continued on page 52  

http://telsonic.com
http://camiresearch.com/Campaigns/
http://wpt-expo.html
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CAMI Research will hold this 
professional development train-
ing session at a special show 
rate, the afternoon of Tuesday, 
May 9 at the Wisconsin Center. 
Space is limited, so early book-
ing is advised. camiresearch.
com/Campaigns/wpt-expo.
html#Training

Presenter
Christopher E. Strangio is the 

President and founder of CAMI 
Research and holds degrees in 
Electrical Engineering from Vil-

lanova University and MIT. A lec-
turer at the MIT Lowell Institute 
for twenty years, and author/
presenter of a microprocessors 
multimedia course for the MIT 
Center for Advanced Engineer-
ing Study, he has been awarded 
two patents, developed the 
CableEye PC-based cable & har-
ness test system, and is a senior 
member of the IEEE.

Exhibit
CAMI returns to Booth 1909 

providing hands-on demonstra-
tions of CableEye® Cable and 
Harness Test Systems. Visitors 
will be able to try low voltage 
and high voltage (HiPot) testers 
and explore the CableEye in-
terface & reports; multilingual, 
dynamic, graphic-rich display; 

real-time screening for intermit-
tent connections; relay control; 
measuring cable length; simple 
automation scripting; light-guid-
ed assembly; barcode-tracking 
& archival data-logging; deter-
mining wire twist relationships 
(in pairs or triplets); and preci-
sion resistance measurement (4-
wire Kelvin).

Attendees of the exhibit will 
be eligible to participate in a 
drawing to win $500 in Cable-
Eye accessories.

JBC Net Wins Innovation 
Award at IPC APEX EXPO

BC announces that it has been 
awarded the IPC APEX EXPO In-
novation Award for JBC Net, the 
first smart system to optimize 
traceability and resources in 

hand soldering.
JBC Net has stood 

out among thirty-four 
products and services 
that were reviewed, 
rated and scored by a 
panel of industry ex-
perts.

The award was pre-
sented to the company 
during John Mitchell’s 
keynote. “The product 
and service submissions 
were certainly innova-
tive and the companies 
did an exceptional job 
in identifying their prod-
uct’s unique value in the 
industry”, said the IPC 
president and CEO.

The Innovation 
Awards Review Board 
has highlighted JBC Net 
as a pioneering software 
system that manages 
and optimizes the hand 
soldering process, stan-
dardizes parameters 
and controls operator 
performance.

“The soldering sector 
is evolving by adopting 
the Industry 4.0. To guar-
antee an efficient and 
high-quality production, 
industrial leaders must 
face some challenges: 
decrease errors, control 
the processes and trace 
the soldering jobs”, said 
Carlos Sánchez, JBC Lab 
Manager. “Our commit-
ment to innovation has 
led us to developed a 
pioneering traceability 
and control software, to 
meet these huge chal-
lenges. In the future, 
having the best tools 
won’t be enough. It will 
be necessary to control 
every step throughout 
the entire production 
line and thus avoid er-
rors during the solder-
ing process”, Sánchez 
detailed.

Visit http://jbcnet.
solutions to discover 
the benefits of this ad-
vanced technology. 

Continued from page 50  _____
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New HellermannTyton Website 
Helps Customers Succeed

HellermannTyton North America has 
revamped its website to better serve 
the increasingly complex needs of its 
distributor, manufacturer and installer 
customers. Among the highlights of the 
update:

• Product Finder – This new, self-
guided search tool uses application-
based questions to zero in on the right 
parts for the job. In the past, custom-
ers had to rely on their understanding 
of the solutions available, which might 
have eliminated lesser-known solutions 
from their searches.

• Products Section – The new prod-
uct search engine is more intelligent, 
yielding results for a wider range of 
queries, and new filters help custom-
ers find solutions faster.

• Spotlights – Engag-
ing stories highlight how 
HellermannTyton views 
manufacturing differ-
ently.

• Improved User 
Experience – The rede-
signed interface aligns 
with customer feedback 
and needs.

“As an international 
manufacturing leader, 
we keep our customers 
at the heart of every pro-
cess,” said VP of Market-
ing Ron Kovac. “We are 
constantly listening. To-
day’s manufacturers and 
installers are looking for 
any advantage they can 
leverage to innovate be-
yond their competition. 
The updated website is 
a direct response to that. 
It coincides with a new, 
international branding 
initiative called “Made 
for Real.”

More information at: 
www.hellermann.tyton.
com

HellermannTyton is 
a global leader in ca-
ble management and 
protection products, 
identification systems 
and network connectiv-
ity solutions. Its systems 
and solutions are speci-
fied by major manufac-
turers and contractors 
in the OEM, data com-
munications, automo-
tive, heavy equipment, 
renewable energy and 
related industries. The 
company’s engineered 
solutions and innovative 
products are designed 
and constructed to 
meet the strictest quality 
standards while deliver-
ing reliable implementa-
tion at the lowest cost. 
HellermannTyton op-
erates in 37 countries, 
with North American 
headquarters in Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin. www.
hellermann.tyton.com

HellermannTyton’s  new website offers innovative tools, with an up-
dated design reflecting the evolution of user needs.
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Visit us in Booth #1458

Mecal by Starn has a special train-
ing room set up at their facility, and 
can accommodate a class size of 
five. Each station has applicators and 
all the tools necessary to make the 
proper adjustments and maintenance 
protocols. “All they have to do is get 
to Meadville Pennsylvania, get a hotel 
room, and we’ll train them for free 
in about a day and a half,” mentioned 
Bill. They mentioned that Mecal by 
Starn will also perform on-sight train-
ing for a fee to cover costs. They as-
serted, however, that the training in 
Meadville provides a better platform 
for learnings as it’s free of distrac-
tions. 

The syllabus is geared towards the 
basic mini applicator. As Bill stated, 
the goal is to understand what equip-

ment they are using in conjunction 
with their Mecal applicators, and 
where they are having issues in their 
operation. Then they fine tune the in-
struction based on those parameters. 
“Obviously, there’s a proper proce-
dure for putting the applicator in the 
press and making sure your not going 
to crash the tool,” Bill said. “But many 
of our customers have multiple appli-
cators that they switch in and out of 
the press all day long, and they want 
to be able do those changes quickly. 
As long as the height is set properly 
on the press and you have a well-
adjusted, well maintained applicator, 
you should easily be able to do that.”

As a partner with Mecal Italy, Me-
cal by Starn receives the applicator 
housings from Italy, and customizes 
the components for markets in the 

Mecal by Starn Strengthening 
Customers Through Training
Continued from page 1  ____________

Figure 1.  Applicators in enclosed cabinet
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United States, Canada, and Mexico. 
Part of the training is taking students 
through the actual manufacturing 
process so they better understand 
the applicators, and can gain an ap-
preciation for the quality and crafts-
manship required to produce them.  

It doesn’t matter what level of 
expertise attendees have. They can 
accommodate folks who have only 
a rudimentary understanding of the 
products, but they can also teach an 
old dog some new tricks. Bill summed 
it up saying, “The smarter they are, 
the better equipped they are to get 
their product out the door.” He also 
mentioned they make a better cus-
tomer. “Their technical expertise is 
greater, so their ability to call us with 
a specific question is better because 
they’ve learned the right language, 
and they can identify the right parts.” 

Bill Starn is encouraged by the 
training efforts he sees not only from 
providers of other levels of wire pro-
cessing equipment, but by his com-
petitors as well. “I’d like to mention 
that I appreciate the fact that Rob 
Boyd from Schleuniger did that arti-

cle on applicator maintenance (WHN 
March/April 2018),” Bill feels passion-
ately that if the industry can help all 
customers build better products, the 
OEMs and those who ultimately re-
ceive the end product will benefit. 
“It’s good for the country to have bet-
ter skills and knowledge throughout 
all levels of industry.”

Feedback from Class Attendees
It seemed fit to speak with a cou-

ple of former students. Chad Dawgi-
ello and Chuck O’Roark described 
their recent experience with Mecal 
by Starn’s training program. “I’ve used 
Mecal products for years, and I didn’t 
think the training was going to show 
me much,” said Chuck, “but I had no 
idea what I didn’t know!” He added, 
“We got a lot of hands-on experience 
on the preferred way to introduce 
the applicator into the press, and the 
proper way to slide the terminals 
along the guide without having them 
catch.” They were able to do cross 
section analysis and learn how the 
adjustments to the applicator affect 

Figure 2.  Proper reel storage on pie shelf

_____________ Continued on page 56

Visit Stapla at EWPTE Booth #1710
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the various internal dimensions of 
the crimp.

When asked what practical direc-
tives they put into place post train-
ing, they were quick to mention how 
they scheduled preventative main-
tenance on the 30 or so applicators 
that CMR stocks. “We’ve gone back 
through and preformed the fine-
tuning adjustments and lubrication 
on our applicators that have been 
around for a long time, and it’s creat-
ing better crimps,” Chuck mentioned. 
They also began to store the applica-
tors in a designated cabinet, instead 
of on a shelf where dust can collect 
in sensitive areas (Fig 1 - Page 54).

Chuck and Chad also learned a 
better way to store their terminals. 
They now store them flat on a pie 
shelf (Fig 2 - Page 55). “Using the pie 
shelf and taping the ends of the reels 
has helped us keep the terminals safe 
so they don’t get damaged,” advised 
Chad. They saw firsthand during the 
training how damaged terminals can 
cause issues with the applicators.

Overall, the training was key in 
some of the continuous improve-
ments CMR has made to their crimp 
process. In concluding their remarks, 
Chuck enthusiastically mentioned, 
“If they add any other types of train-
ing, we’ll be the first ones to run up 
there!”

Continued from page 55  ___________

Mecal by Starn Primer in Diagnosing Crimp 
Applicator Issues

By John Belovarac
 _____________________________

John Belovarac, Operations Man-
ager at Mecal by Starn, has been 
running their training program for 
many years. WHN asked him provide 
us with a list of tips and recommen-
dations useful to harness manufac-
turers without regard to the brand 
of applicator they are using. Many 
thanks to John for his hard work in 
putting together these major points:

1. Slide Adjustment - There are 
a group of parts that control the 
movement of the terminal through 
what we call (and I think most oth-

ers as well) the slide. I call the indi-
vidual component the slide, and the 
entire assembly the slide unit. In my 
opinion, the terminal should have no 
chance to move away from or toward 
the operator as they move into posi-
tion over the anvils, or the exit side 
of the slide unit. There may be a little 
movement (.003” - .005”) on the en-
trance side. Something we see com-
monly with applicators coming back 
for repair or upgrade is an excessive 
amount of clearance for the terminal 
with the guide and slide. We believe 
there are several possible reasons for 
this. One, someone has re-adjusted 
the guide not realizing the impor-
tance of controlling the terminals, 

two, terminals being 
supplied by the manu-
facturer are different 
(no one would admit to 
this though), and three, 
there is a belief that the 
pin and socket version 
of the terminals are the 
same and should fit 
through the applicator 
the same. The adjust-
ment can be such that 
it can cause a pinching 
effect on the terminals 
and causes them to roll 
before they get to the 
crimping zone.

Our training em-
powers the operator to 
understand when he is 
faced with a situation 
like this and what he 
can do about it.

2. Feed Finger 
(Pawl) - The feed fin-
ger is what pushes 
or pulls the terminal 
through the slide unit 
and can have an effect 
on the repeatability of 
the final position of 
the terminals over the 
anvils. For your typical 
side feed applicators, 
when the feed finger 
moves back to engage 
the next terminal, it 
should never come out 
of the hole in the car-
rier strip. If the feed fin-
ger is allowed to move 
too far, and ends up 
resting on top of the 
carrier strip, it can skip 
over the hole and not 
advance the terminal. 
The feed finger must 
also be adjusted to be 
able to push from the 
center of the hole, and 
not forced to one side 
or the other.

3. Alignment of 
the Upper Crimp 
Punch with the Low-
er Crimp Anvil - This 
is very important to 
achieve the life expec-
tancy of the crimping 
tools, and the quality 
of the final product. We 
have seen several man-
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ufacturers advocate the use of a pa-
per or something placed over the an-
vils while installing the upper crimp 
tool. This paper creates a consistent 
clearance of both side of the crimp 
tool relative to the anvil while it is be-
ing secured into place. The Mecal ap-
plicators (not sure about any others) 
are intentionally made with enough 
clearance for the crimp tool to “float” 
to the proper aligned position and 
compensate for any manufacturing 
tolerances, or minor assembly errors. 
In the end, you can still have perfect 
alignment of the crimp tools.

4. Torque Specification for 
Screws - Years ago I had a customer 
ask me if we had any recommended 
torque specs for our screws. At that 
time, the answer was no, but I started 
to do some research on the subject. 
Size, material and heat treatment, all 
play a role in the possible torque 
specifications. Mecal uses the highest 
quality screw available on the mar-
ket. And we can now offer a specific 
torque specification for a couple of 
the very important screws. But short 
of asking all our customer to buy a 
torque wrench, we just teach them to 
make the screws about as tight as you 
can comfortably make them. Another 
important thing is that the purpose 
of securing something down with 
a screw is basically to put clamp-
ing pressure to the pieces under the 
screw. And you can get more clamp-
ing pressure at the same torque with 
a lubricant on the screw than you can 
with no lubricant. So we always rec-
ommend applying a little grease to all 
the screws.

5. Quality and Calibration of 
the Press - When things start to go 
bad, it seems the first blame is on the 
applicator. But in reality, the perfor-
mance of the applicator is directly 
controlled by the quality of the press. 
I read a statement that the “crimp 
height is the closed position of the 
crimp tools”, but this is far from the 
truth. The crimp tools should never 
touch one another. There is no such 
place as the closed position. Instead, 
they need to be driven down toward 
one another in a very controlled mo-
tion, stop at some very precise loca-
tion before colliding with each other, 

generate enough force to finish the 
crimp, and them immediately pull 
away. If your press cannot do that, 
then you can have the best applicator 
in the world and it won’t work right. 

As stated earlier, the standard prop-
er shut height of the press accommo-
dating a mini-applicator is 135.8 mm 
(technically it’s 135.78). I’m not sure 
where this dimension came from, but 
I believe it is basically the warm fuzzy 
place you want to be. 

Will your applicator work if your 
press is slightly different? Yes. But any 
assistance we give with theoretical 
settings of the regulation head will 
not match. I actually had a customer 
tell me that because we stated to 
have a specific setting for the applica-
tor’s regulation head, that our appli-
cator must create the proper crimp 
height at that setting in his press, and 
that he was bound to abide by our 
(manufacturer) recommendation. But 
I cannot control his press, so how can 
I guarantee anything? All presses flex 
under pressure, and they all flex dif-
ferently. You may get different results 
when changing from press to press.

6. Crimp Height vs. Pull Force 
- We have done some very in depth 
studies to find the “optimum” pull 
force or tear out value, both for some 
customer and ourselves. When you 
are crimping the terminal onto the 
wire, you are compressing the wire 
to a total area something smaller 
than the total area of all the lose wire 
strands combined. We call this the 
compression ratio. Some think tighter 
is better. But it’s like holding a bunch 
of cooked noodles in your hand - not 
tight enough and some may slip out...
too tight and you can squeeze them 
to the point where they come apart 
in your hand. So, as you are reduc-
ing your crimp height, little by little, 
you can watch the pull force value 
increase, but only to a certain point.  
Then the pull force will start to de-
crease, and it will continue to de-
crease as you go lower on the crimp 
height. In all the tests we have done, 
we have found the absolute peak of 
the pull force value to be pretty close 

_____________ Continued on page 58 
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to a 15% reduction in area of 
the wire. Mecal’s standard for 
compression ratio is 17% to 
24%.

7. External De-reeling 
Forces on the Terminal - 
Any automatic machine should 
have a de-reeling mechanism 
to help unwind the terminal 
to provide a consistent ten-
sion of the terminal as they 
make their way to the appli-
cator. The applicator cannot 
be responsible for untangling 
terminals that may be caught 
on the reel, or on the edge of 

a bench. It is the function of 
the drag brake (friction) to put 
a consistent resistance on the 
terminal as it is fed through 
the applicator. Anything else 
will have an effect on the final 
position.

8. Mechanical vs. Pneu-
matic Applicators - We have 
found a huge benefit to use 
a pneumatic applicator over 
a mechanical version when 
using terminals that are very 
fragile. Our applicator has 
an adjustment valve that can 
control the speed only of 
the advancing terminals. You 
can slow them down enough 

to allow the operator to get 
the finished crimp out of the 
way of the incoming terminal 
without colliding, and you can 
speed them up fast enough 
(usually even faster) to keep 
up with any automatic wire 
processing machine. A nice 
subtle, gentle feed motion is 
always easy on the terminals. 
The better condition they ar-
rive at the crimping zone, the 
better the results.

For more information, go 
to www.mecalbystarn.com. 
Visit the Mecal by Starn booth 
#1826 at the EWPT Expo in 
Milwaukee.

Primer in Diagnosing Crimp Applicator Issues
Continued from page 57  _____
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Schleuniger, Inc., a leading international 
manufacturer of high-precision wire 
processing machines, will be among 

the over 175 world-class suppliers and service 
companies to exhibit at the 2018 Electrical Wire 
Processing Technology Expo. This annual event 
for the wire and cable processing industry will 
be held May 9-10, 2018, at The Wisconsin Center 
in Milwaukee, WI. Schleuniger will be at booth 
#1732 providing hands-on demonstrations of in-
novative solutions for stripping, cutting, sealing, 
crimping, and marking of all types of wire and 
cable.

New for 2018, Schleuniger will debut its 
latest cut, strip, and terminate machines, the 
CrimpCenter 36 SP and the CrimpCenter 64 SP. 
Equipped with the latest high precision tech-
nology, the CrimpCenter 36 SP offers decreased 
set-up times with its new wire straighteners 
and programmable gripper pressure, increased 
performance with higher feed rates, and refined 
motor synchronization. The CrimpCenter 36 SP 
also adds enhanced wire handling with a new 
deposit gripper and an automatic batch tray. The 
CrimpCenter 64 SP fully automatic crimping 
machine is built with a dynamic and powerful 
control system that provides the highest pro-
duction rates to meet the most demanding pro-
duction schedules. With remarkably improved 
processing stations, the CrimpCenter 64 SP is 
guarenteed to minimize any errors and provide 
long-term durability. 

Also new this year, Schleuniger will exhibit 
its newest coaxial cable stripping machine, the 
CoaxStrip 6380. With an increased stripping 
length and cable proceessing range up to 8 mm 
(0.315’’) cable diameter, this high-performance 
machine offers improved incision quality and 
cable diameter verification. With the latest gen-
eration user interface and independent central-

izer drive, this powerful, yet precise machine is 
designed to provide the highest possible pro-
ductivity and performance.

Schleuniger will also provide wire process-
ing training courses that will be offered during 
the expo. Classes will be provided for both in-
termediate and advanced level wire process-
ing professionals. “Solutions and Processing 
Improvements” will be held Wednesday, May 
9 from 8:30 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. And “Cut/Strip/
Crimp Basics: Quality Makes the Difference”, 
will be held Thursday, May 10 from 8:30 A.M. 
– 11:00 A.M. Both classes will be held in room 
202AB. You may choose to take one course or 
register for both. Classes are free and open to 
all Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo 
attendees, but advanced registration is required 
and space is limited. For more information and 
to register visit www.schleuniger-na.com/train-
ing/registration/.

Schleuniger will unveil its new industry lead-
ing training tool, S. University. No one is better 
suited to deliver wire processing training than 
Schleuniger. With the widest breadth of ex-
pertise in the industry, Schleuniger would like 
to bring that expertise to everyone, all in one 
place. Visit our booth to learn more and to re-
ceive a discount off your first training course!  

Attendees of the Electrical Wire Processing 
Technology Expo are invited to attend techni-
cal seminars presented by industry experts. Dr. 
Paul Taylor, founder of Laser Wire Solutions, will 
present an educational seminar on the benefits 
of Laser Wire Stripping. The presentation, “Laser 
Wire Stripping Master Class” is open to all at-
tendees. 

More information can be found at www.
schleuniger-na.com/wpte. Should you have any 
questions, please e-mail sales@schleuniger.com 
or call (603) 668-8117. 

Schleuniger, Inc. to Debut New Wire Processing Equipment at EWPT Expo

CrimpCenter 36 SP

CrimpCenter 64 SP

http://www.schleuniger-na.com/training/registration/.
http://schleuniger-na.com/wpte.
mailto:sales@schleuniger.com
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Visit us in Booth #1253

Randy McDonald Joins 
FreePoint Technologies

We are thrilled to announce that 
Randy McDonald has joined FreePoint 
Technologies. 

Randy has 30 years of experience in 
machining, fabrication, and manufac-
turing from the plant floor to general 
management. Having been certified as 
a Certified Manufacturing Sales Engi-
neer (CMTSE), he has an understanding 
of machine design and control systems 
along with manufacturing processes. 
For the past six years, Randy has been 
deeply engaged in the evolution of 
digital machine monitoring. He be-
lieves that this need not be a compli-
cated process. His mantra is to “Make 
Every Minute Accountable.”

Randy offers a consultative ap-

proach to each project. His process 
is to first understand each company’s 
specific priorities; then to assist in de-
fining the needs; and plan and oversee 
the implementation cycle as well as the 
stabilization, and validation of targeted 
ROI. 

FreePoint is excited to have Randy 
on board at this critical point in our 
company’s history – and its future. Ran-
dy will assist FreePoint in sales through-
out the GTA as well as the develop-
ment of the sales and marketing plan in 
North America.

Telsonic North America Adds 
Gustavo Garcia Cota as Managing 
Director of Telsonic Solutions, LLC.

We are pleased to announce a new 
addition to our management team at 
Telsonic North America. Gustavo Gar-
cia Cota joined us as the Managing Di-
rector on March 26th. He comes from 
a strong background in the automotive 

Randy McDonald

Gustavo Garcia Cota

_____________ Continued on page 62
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industry, as well as years of working ex-
perience in product and key account 
management with our cooperative 
partner, Schleuniger. Gustavo reports 
to Saeed Mogadam, president and 
will manage our day to day operations. 
Telsonic welcomes him to our growing 
global team.

 By utilizing the spirit of innovation 
and long established technologies, 
the team of metal welding experts at 
TELSONIC is poised to meet the de-
mands of growing markets such as the 
automotive industry. With high pow-

ered systems and the unique Torsional 
welding technology, the TELSONIC 
Group has expanded the metal weld-
ing spectrum, facilitating the joining of 
various materials, sizes and geometries 
previously outside the capabilities of 
ultrasonic metal welding.

Telsonic facilities in North America 
are located in Massachusetts, Michigan 
and Windsor, Ontario in Canada.

Gustavo Garcia Cota’s   office is lo-
cated in Billerica, Massachusetts. Many 
of you will meet him at the Electrical 
Wire Processing Technology Expo in 
Milwaukee during the event on May 
8th& 9th. For any questions, please 
contact Gustavo at 617 244 0400.

Laser Wire Solutions at Electrical 
Wire Processing Technology Expo

Laser Wire Solutions is gearing up for 
a busy show at the 18th annual Electri-

cal Wire Processing Technology Expo 
which will take place at the Wiscon-
sin Center, Milwaukee on May 9th and 
10th. The company this year will be co-
exhibiting with the Schleuniger group, 
in booth 1732.

Laser Wire Solutions’ CEO, Paul Tay-
lor states, “We have had an exception-
ally successful and busy period since 
the last show in 2017 and this has meant 
that we have a number of new, innova-
tive products to showcase at this year’s 
event”, additionally, “We have worked 
tirelessly both independently and col-
laboratively with our partner Schleu-
niger to develop and market these to 
meet customers’ needs”.

The most recent addition to the 
range of laser wire strippers is the Mer-
cury-6, which is a rotary stripper unit 
customized for the stripping of multi-
layer cables up to an outer diameter of 

1.18” (30 mm). As with the company’s 
other laser wire strippers it gives an in-
trinsically perfect strip every time with 
no nicks and no scrapes. The laser light 
efficiently vaporizes a line of insulation 
around the wire which harmlessly re-
flects off the conductor or shield pro-
ducing a perfect strip every time.

The Mercury-6’s optical system fea-
tures both a linear and a rotary axis. The 
rotary axis gives the circumference cut 
and the linear axis moves the optics to 
make the slit (up to a maximum 7.84”/ 
200 mm length). The optics head has 
a programmable focus to allow for 
changes in cable layer diameter. It’s a 
benchtop system that is simple to use 
and effortless to maintain. Fitted with 
an HMI touchscreen, strip programs 
can be easily configured and selected. 
The self-limiting laser process means 
that a wide range of wires and cables 

can be stripped in a 
single machine with the 
same set-up.

Similar in concept 
to the Mercury-6 is the 
Mercury-5, which made 
its debut in Munich last 
November at the Pro-
ductronica Show. The 
Mercury-5 has been a 
collaborative project 
between Laser Wire So-
lutions and Schleuniger. 
This specific Mercury 
edition was introduced 
to strip tough outer jack-
ets of large cables up to 
0.79”/20 mm in diam-
eter with strip lengths of 
up to 7.84”/ 200 mm.

Typical applications 
for the Mercury-5 and 
Mercury-6 machines are 
the stripping of high 
voltage cables used 
in electric and hybrid 
vehicles. Both the Mer-
cury-5 and Mercury-6 
machines can be fitted 
as in-line units into ex-
isting production lines 
for improved efficiency 
and automation.

Laser Wire Solutions 
will also be shining the 
spotlight on its new Od-
yssey-4. Whilst the Mer-
cury systems feature car-
bon dioxide lasers, the 
Odyssey system uses UV 
laser technology. This is 
a highly innovative, first-
of-its-kind product that 
was designed to handle 
and ablate very delicate 
enamel (polyimide) 
wires down to 50 AWG 
or less. Such wires are 
typically found in high 
speed data cables and 
in medical devices 
(catheters). The strip-
ping of micron-thin 
polyimide insulation is 
clean, fast, and of an 
exceptionally high stan-
dard. Strip quality is 
verifiable with a reliable 
closed-loop camera vi-
sion system monitoring 
every stage of the pro-
cess. The Odyssey-4 
can also be configured 
to automatically strip 

Continued from page 60  ___________
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wires inline from spool to spool using 
a precision wire transport system. With 

access to this latest innovation, medical 
device manufacturers now have an af-
fordable, accurate and reliable system 
to help them build the next generation 
of miniaturized, high precision medical 
devices, whilst at the same time reduc-
ing scrappage, improving production 
efficiencies and maintaining stringent 
quality control.

Alongside the above, will be the 
Mercury-2 and Mercury-4 carbon di-
oxide laser wire strippers. See why 
these laser strippers continue to be so 
popular. 

Staff from Laser Wire Solutions are 
very much looking forward to welcom-
ing visitors to its booth 1732 and to 
demonstrate the full capability of the 
systems described above. Please bring 
along wire samples for testing and 
demonstrating proof of capability. 

Founded in 2011, Laser Wire So-

lutions is an innovative expert in the 
field of laser wire stripping, providing 
off-the-shelf and bespoke solutions, 
including benchtop, inline and fully 
automated laser wire strippers. 

Promotions & Growth Within the 
Starn Family of Companies

MEADVILLE, Pennsylvania — Mecal 
by Starn has promoted Jim Smith as it’s 
General Manager. He will oversee all 
the sales and operations for the facil-
ity. Jim has been with the Starn family 
of companies for nearly 30 years. He 
started out as a janitor at Starn Tool & 

Laser strip on multi-layer cable

Mercury 6 with barcode reader

___________ Continued from page 64
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Mfg. Co, then slowly moved his way 
up throughout the company while tak-
ing night classes for additional training. 
He operated a surface grinder for 4 
years and then moved into the assem-
bly department. In the meantime, Jim 
continued doing maintenance, material 
prep and various other miscellaneous 
duties throughout the facility such as 
shipping and inspection. He then tran-
sitioned into the Engineering Depart-

ment at Starn Tool where he worked for 
several years. With the onset of a new 
sister company, Mecal by Starn (2008), 
he moved to their facility to assist as a 
technician in 2012. This transition slow-
ly morphed into quoting and customer 
service and eventually he took over the 
sales department becoming the Sales 
Manager at Mecal by Starn. With Me-
cal by Starn’s continued growth, the 
need for a General Manager was deter-
mined and with Jim’s vast knowledge 
of the business, he was selected.  Jim 
resides in Guys Mills, PA with his wife 
Mary. They have 5 children and 3 wie-
ner dogs. 

Shawn Shmitz has been promoted 
to General Foreman at Starn Tool & 

Manufacturing. Shawn has been with 
the company for 20 years, starting out 
cleaning and painting at the age of 18 
while in high school. Hired full time 
after graduation, he worked in various 
departments of the shop including the 
Saw Room, CNC lathe and Manual Mill 
areas. With the addition Wire EDMs, he 
became the Supervisor for this depart-
ment and eventually the Manufacturing 
Manager for Mecal by Starn. Shawn 
has taken various night classes includ-
ing inspection, CAD/CAM, wire EDM, 
accounting and business. As General 
Foreman, he will oversee and be re-
sponsible for the entire manufacturing 
process on the shop floor. 

Shawn and his wife Megan reside in 
Meadville, PA and are proud parents of 
3 daughters Anna, Lillian and Lydia. 

Zach Tinko has been named Manu-
facturing Manager at Mecal by Starn. 
Zach began working at Mecal by Starn 
in 2013 as an assistant for inspection, 
job set up and summary billing. He 
then took over the shipping and re-
ceiving responsibilities and eventually 
moved to the manufacturing floor op-
erating the Wire EDMs. 

Zach will oversee the entire wire 
EDM Department, track and monitor 
job costs and work ow. He attended 
Penn State Behrend for Plastics Engi-
neering and has received his certificate 
of achievement from Leadership Devel-
opment classes. 

Zach lives in Meadville, PA with his 
black lab Sasha. 

Starn Tool & Manufacturing, Co. is 
a precision tool and die company lo-
cated in northwestern Pennsylvania, 
operating for the past 72 years. 

They work in a wide variety of in-
dustries including automotive, con-
sumer electronics, defense, aerospace 
and medical supplies. 

Mecal by Starn, established in 2008, 
is a manufacturer and distributor of 
crimping applicators and presses for 
the wire harness industry. 

The Starn family of companies con-
sist of Starn Tool & Manufacturing, Me-
cal by Starn, Starn Marketing Group 
and Starn Technical Services. 

Shawn Shmitz

Zach Tinko

Jim Smith
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Gloomy weather didn’t 
keep things from shin-
ing at the Wire Harness 

Manufacturers Association Annual 
Conference at The Scott Spa & Resort 
in Scottsdale, Arizona this past Febru-
ary. Attendees were treated to timely 
and relevant seminars and, as always, 
priceless networking opportunities. 
The WHMA board begins work a year 
in advance to build a conference ex-
perience designed to lead, educate 
and connect members. That hard 
work was apparent once again. 

If you’re a football fan, you would 
be blown away by the past three 
WHMA Keynote speakers. Rocky Ble-
ier in 2016, Joe Theismann in 2017 
and Burgess Owens at the most re-
cent event. Burgess had 12 seasons 
with the New York Jets. Although he 
played well, and was an inspiration 
to his teammates, the team’s record 
was anything but stellar. But he got 
a chance to play with the Los Ange-
les Raiders his 13th season. This time 
his contributions led to a Super Bowl 
win. He feels strongly that everybody 
has a 13th season, but that’s it’s the 
hard work and dedication of the 
earlier ones that truly shape one as 
a professional. It all comes down to 
tenacity, faith and service. 

He also spoke about another im-
portant concept that helped him 
along the way. It was a part of his pre-
sentation he called, ”The Camera”. 
Burgess described how the Monday’s 

practice after game day consisted 
mostly of viewing video from Sun-
days game. He knew his teammates 
would be watching that film, and he 
wanted them to see him playing his 
level best, even when the score heavi-
ly favored the opponent. He ‘plays for 
the camera’ every day both person-
ally and professionally, and attributes 
much of his success to this edict.

Next up was Winn Wise, President 
of Southwire’s OEM Division. With 
his presentation titled “The New Era 
of the Wire and Cable Industry.” Winn 
outlined the technology disrupters 
and trends that are affecting the in-
dustry. He sees the disruptors and 
trends as a matrix for decision mak-
ing (Table 1).

Next was Loren Smith, CEO and 
Sole Shareholder of Blue Valley Capi-
tal. Loren has spearheaded the sale 
and purchase of dozens of mid-mar-
ket manufacturing companies and 
his presentation focused on the fac-
tors in getting a deal done along with 
some case studies. 

In addition to an educated seller 
and motivated buyer, an effective, 
non-boiler plate, selling document 
must be prepared. There should be 
open communication and both par-
ties must be fully committed to get-
ting the deal done. All of this must be 
done in the strictest of confidentiality 
which requires buyer and seller to be 
people of integrity. 

Donnie Hill, President of Precision 
Manufacturing, and Vice Chairman of 
WHMA, presented an update on the 
IPC/WHMA A-620 Standard. Donnie 
outlined the changes in the new Rev 
C saying that about 40% of the docu-
ment was updated from Rev B. The 
changes really represent improve-
ments in bullets and tables to make 
the document more understandable. 
Photos have also been greatly im-
proved. Several new sections have 
been added, including sections on 
stamped and formed open barrel 
contacts, shrink sleeving for wire 
support, raceway assemblies and 
grommets. 

The camaraderie created at the 
exhibits and networking events is a 
big part of the value proposition of 
a WHMA conference. This is exempli-
fied at the round table discussions 
that capstone all WHMA events. Sub-
jects covered included risk manage-

ment, using A-620 effectively, cost 
controlling, and workforce develop-
ment.

During the cost control discus-
sion, reference was made to the high 
cost of on-boarding new employees. 
Rick Bromm, President of Altex En-
gineering shared their employee re-
ferral program. Employees receive 
a $100 bonus for referring suitable 
candidates. The bonus is paid after 90 
days, and the new hire also receives 
$100. Rick reported that the program 
has led to a higher level of candidates 
and higher retention; all at a great 
cost saving. 

Special note should be given to 
the sponsors of all of the events at 
the WHMA Conference. The Tuesday 
evening Exhibitor Reception was co-
sponsored by Cirrus and Schleuniger. 
The Wednesday Breakfast With Exhib-
itors was sponsored by Mentor, and 
lunch was covered by Entrada Group. 
Thursday’s breakfast was sponsored 
by Wiring Harness News and lunch 
was hosted by DMC. Panduit spon-
sored both the Wednesday and Thurs-
day round table discussions. A new 
feature for WHMA is the Tuesday eve-
ning “First Timer” reception which 
was sponsored by Synopsys. 

Many thanks to IEWC for sponsor-
ing the Wednesday Evening Social 
Event. As it was in 2016, the event 
was held at Octane Raceway indoor 
go cart track. Attendees got to com-
pete in several heats, with a final 
race for the top drivers. The food 
was great, and the laughs were many. 
Thanks once again to IEWC for mak-
ing this happen.

2018 WHMA Conference Recap

Table 1. Disruptors and Trends
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SALES REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE
FOR WIRE HARNESS / CABLE ASSEMBLY                                                                                        

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Well established “hands on” personable individual with a very strong industry 
knowledge and proven experienced professional contract Sales/ Marketing Rep-
resentative for; Electrical Wire Harness, Electronic Cable Assembly along with 
Value Added product applications. My objective is seeking a long term business 
relationship with your organization that is presently challenged with future ad-
ditional sales growth in your company’s  new business development efforts within 
the various marketplaces. 
 Please submit your company’s interest of requirements, whereby we can mu-
tually explore and strategies these great business opportunities confidentially to:

Wiring Harness News 
PO Box 669

Schererville, IN  46375
Attn: Classified Ad #13263
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RLO - Consulting
for the Wire Harness Industry

• Strategic Market Planning 
• Lean Initiatives
• Overall Equipment Efficiency 
• Standards & Qualifications
• Lead-Time Reduction 
• Quality Improvement

With over 35 years in this industry, I can help 
you identify markets you’re missing, streamline 
your facility, and show you how to get quality 
products out the door!

Randy Olson (503) 320-9040
rlo4242@gmail.com

“The  Slicker Stripper, Quicker Shipper”

To place your classified ad in 
Wiring Harness News 
contact Jim Brown

www.jim@wiringharnessnews.com

mailto:rlo4242@gmail.com
mailto:www.jim@wiringharnessnews.com
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